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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents a numerical anomalous-diffusion model for well performance 

analysis in unconventional wells and investigates its applicability to actual field data. Motivation 

for this research arises from the limitations of current modeling approaches to properly capture 

the production characteristics observed in complex nanoporous formations. 

First, a linear (1D) anomalous-diffusion model for single-phase slightly compressible flow 

is developed. To do so, Darcy’s Law is replaced by a more general fractional flux law 

incorporating long-range spatial and temporal pressure dependencies. Cases of constant-

terminal-rate and constant-terminal-pressure production are considered and validated with 

available analytical solutions for both transient- and boundary-dominated flow periods. It is 

shown that the severity of sub- or super-diffusion can be determined from common diagnostic 

log-log plots of pressure drop or rate decline vs. time.  

Based on these insights, a novel approach for production data analysis in 

unconventional wells is proposed and applied to two Barnett shale-gas wells, one displaying 

characteristics of super-diffusion, the other of sub-diffusion. The numerical, slightly 

compressible flow model is converted to gas flow and conventional PVT correlations are used. 

Although the example analyses are based on limited production, reservoir, and completion data, 

the model shows potential in capturing the production characteristics of both wells. 

Finally, the anomalous-diffusion model is extended to two-phase, immiscible oil-water 

flow using an Implicit Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) formulation, and the effects of sub- 

and super-diffusion on phase flow-rates and saturation distributions are studied. While 

simplifying assumptions are made with respect to phase behavior and fluid-rock interactions in 

nanoporous formations, the model is meant as a proof of concept for the future study of multi-

phase flow under anomalous diffusion. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The research presented in this dissertation is for the partial fulfillment of the 

requirements of the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Petroleum Engineering at the Colorado 

School of Mines. The study was conducted under the Unconventional Reservoir Engineering 

Project (UREP). 

The objective of this research is to develop a numerical, anomalous-diffusion based flow 

model and investigate its applicability to fractured nanoporous formations encountered in 

unconventional reservoirs, such as tight-oil or shale-gas plays. Current modeling approaches 

have limitations related to (i) their inability to capture the petrophysical complexities of the 

system and the flow mechanisms contributing to production (e.g., the shortcomings of dual- or 

multi-porosity idealizations of naturally fractured media, inapplicability of Darcy flow assumption 

in nanopores, and ignoring diffusive flow mechanisms in nanoporous matrix), (ii) their necessity 

of extensive characterization work, model discretization, and high computational cost (e.g., 

discrete-fracture-network based models), or (iii) their lack of physical foundation (e.g., empirical 

decline-curve analysis or curve-fitting methods). Based on these considerations, it is desirable 

to develop a practical yet rigorous model, capable of capturing the production characteristics of 

unconventional wells without the necessity of a detailed petrophysical description of the system. 

The findings of this research have also been the subject of one peer-reviewed journal 

publication (Albinali et al. 2016) and two conference papers (Holy and Ozkan, 2016a and 

2016b). 

1.1 Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized in seven chapters: 

Chapter 1 introduces the motivation and objectives for the undertaken research, as well 

as the hypotheses underlying the development of the mathematical model. 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review related to modeling fluid flow in the stimulated 

reservoir volume of unconventional wells 

Chapter 3 discusses anomalous diffusion and its applicability to fractured nanoporous 

reservoirs, as well as the mathematical tools from fractional calculus required in this research. 
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Chapter 4 presents the derivation of the numerical solution for linear flow of a slightly 

compressible fluid in one-fourth the drainage area of a vertical fracture. Results for production at 

constant terminal rate and constant terminal pressure are discussed and compared with 

available analytical solutions. The effect of a coupled hydraulic fracture is also studied. 

Chapter 5 introduces a novel approach for production data analysis in multiply fractured 

horizontal wells. The model from Chapter 4 is converted to gas flow and applied to Barnett 

shale-gas wells.  

Chapter 6 serves as a proof of concept, proposing an extension of the anomalous-

diffusion model to multi-phase flow. The impact of sub- and super-diffusion on saturation 

changes is also studied. 

Chapter 7 presents conclusions of the research and recommendations for future work. 

1.2 Motivation of Research 

Motivation for this research originates from the need to develop simple, yet theoretically 

rigorous well performance analysis and prediction models capable of capturing the flow 

characteristics of unconventional wells (i.e. tight-oil or shale-gas wells) without requiring a 

detailed characterization of the system and its associated flow mechanisms. 

Most of the well performance analysis models currently in use represent the stimulated 

reservoir volume (SRV), which corresponds to the region between horizontal-well fractures and 

extending from the horizontal well to the hydraulic fracture tips, by the dual-porosity idealization. 

In this approach, the complex medium is split into two overlapping continua with fluid flow being 

described at two distinct scales. The low permeability, high storativity matrix acts as source to 

the high permeability and low storativity natural fracture network, which carries the fluids to the 

hydraulic fractures and ultimately to the well. Both, matrix and fractures are characterized by 

volume-averaged properties and are uniformly distributed across the system. In both media, 

fluid flow is described by the well-known Darcy’s Law, which states that the flux is proportional 

to an instantaneous and local pressure gradient. The underlying fluid-particle transport is 

assumed to follow Brownian motion with particle displacement represented by a normal 

(Gaussian) distribution. The use of the dual-porosity idealization is appropriate for naturally 

fractured reservoirs in which the fractures form a well-connected and uniformly distributed 

network, and the matrix is relatively homogeneous and reasonably permeable (ten to hundreds 

of millidarcy). 
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Tight, unconventional reservoirs lack a distinct separation in petrophysical scales. This is 

due to the presence of non-uniformly distributed features at varying scales, such as nano- and 

micro-pores, organic matter, isolated micro-fractures within the matrix, disconnected natural 

fractures, and hydraulically induced fractures, resulting in a highly heterogeneous velocity field 

with long-range spatial and temporal dependencies. In this case, the assumption of clearly 

separated and overlapping continua might be violated, and, as a consequence, the definition of 

averaged flow properties and the use of the dual-porosity (or multi-porosity) idealization 

becomes inappropriate. Corroborating this concern is the fact that the production profiles of 

tight-oil and shale-gas wells are significantly different from those of conventional wells and are 

difficult to capture with conventional modeling tools. Flow rates are initially high and declining 

rapidly, which is attributed to the depletion of the fracture system; followed by a long period of 

low and slowly declining rates lasting years to decades and commonly associated to the support 

from the tight matrix. Yet, matrix permeabilities measured from cores are usually in the 

nanodarcy range, implying that, under practical considerations, the matrix contribution should be 

negligible under Darcy flow. Moreover, not all wells display the characteristic bilinear or linear 

flow regimes expected to occur under normal diffusion. Instead, straight-line slopes other than 

¼ (bilinear) and ½ (linear) can be observed on log-log plots of rate vs. time. This suggests that 

Darcy flow alone is not sufficient to capture the flow mechanisms contributing to fluid production 

in these complex systems. 

One way to create more accurate models consists of explicitly incorporating the 

petrophysical features of the porous medium and the scale-dependent flow mechanisms. This 

should result in a better description of the velocity field, and hence the well production profile. 

However, this requires extensive characterization and modeling efforts and leads to impractical 

models for routine use. An alternative approach, which is the object of this research, is to 

bypass the explicit description of the system, and instead focus on the characterization of the 

flow response itself. To do so, the system under investigation is treated as a disordered porous 

medium in which fluid-particle transport is described by anomalous diffusion. Fluid flow can be 

sub-diffusive in case of flux impediment, or super-diffusive if flux is facilitated. The degree of 

heterogeneity in the system is captured implicitly through the severity of the deviation of the flow 

response from normal diffusion, which corresponds to flow in relatively homogeneous media. 

Although anomalous diffusion has been a topic of research for several decades, it is only 

slowly making its way into the field of petroleum engineering. To model anomalous diffusion, a 

modified Darcy’s Law is used, which incorporates non-local temporal and spatial dependencies 
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of the velocity field in the form of fractional (i.e. non-integer) space and time derivatives of 

pressure. The modified flux law is coupled with the classic mass conservation to obtain an 

anomalous-diffusion equation solved by means of fractional calculus. By applying the 

anomalous-diffusion concept, the complexity of the fractured nanoporous system is captured in 

a reduced set of parameters: (i) the order of the fractional space derivative, (ii) the order of the 

fractional time derivative, and (iii) the phenomenological coefficient, which is a proportionality 

coefficient similar to Darcy’s permeability.  

So far, the majority of published literature related to anomalous diffusion applied to 

petroleum engineering has concentrated on its theoretical and analytical treatment, with only 

few illustrations of its practical use in well performance analysis. For this reason, the purpose of 

this research is to address anomalous diffusion in multiply fractured horizontal wells numerically, 

and to evaluate its potential applicability to performance analysis of actual wells. The motivation 

for a numerical treatment is threefold: (i) the current difficulties to satisfy no-flux boundary 

conditions analytically when space-fractional derivatives are involved, (ii) the possibility to 

extend the model to multi-phase flow, and (iii) the opportunity to incorporate complex well and 

reservoir geometries. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research is to investigate the potential of anomalous diffusion to 

efficiently model fluid flow in fractured nanoporous reservoirs. The main expectation is that a 

modified flux law incorporating non-local temporal and spatial dependencies of the velocity field 

will make the detailed characterization of intrinsic matrix/fracture properties and their spatial 

distribution unnecessary. By reducing the number of modeling parameters, a practical, yet 

physically meaningful model can be setup for rapid well performance analysis.  

The objectives of this research are: 

1. Review (i) the applicability of anomalous diffusion to fractured nanoporous hydrocarbon 

reservoirs, (ii) the fundamental particle displacement concepts underlying anomalous 

diffusion, and (iii) the fractional calculus required to solve problems of interest to 

petroleum-engineering applications. 

2. Develop a one-dimensional, numerical, anomalous-diffusion model for single-phase, 

slightly compressible flow, which satisfies the initial and boundary conditions 

encountered in hydraulically fractured horizontal wells. 
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3. Validate the proposed model with available analytical solutions and analyze the effects 

of sub- and super-diffusion on flux and pressure responses (sensitivity analysis). 

4. Attempt interpretation of the relations of fractional orders to petrophysical and geological 

characteristics, and the meaning of the phenomenological coefficient. 

5. Propose a workflow to determine the anomalous-diffusion model parameters.   

6. Apply the anomalous-diffusion model to actual wells and compare results with commonly 

used empirical decline-curve models. 

7. Investigate the extension of the numerical anomalous-diffusion model to multi-phase 

flow (proof of concept). 

1.4 Hypotheses 

The research presented in this dissertation is based on the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Straight-line slopes observed on log-log plots of rate vs. time in tight-oil 

and shale-gas wells that differ from the conventional ½ and ¼ slopes indicate the presence of 

anomalous diffusion.   

Hypothesis 2: Anomalous diffusion observed in unconventional wells is a result of the 

fractional relation between the flux and pressure gradient only. The Law of Conservation of 

Mass still holds. 

Hypothesis 3: The SRV can be treated as disordered porous medium in which particle 

displacement follows anomalous diffusion. Normal diffusion is a special case, which is 

characteristic of homogeneous media. 

1.5 Method of Study 

Three numerical anomalous-diffusion models have been derived and implemented to 

model linear fluid flow in one-fourth the drainage area of a vertical hydraulic fracture with a no-

flux outer boundary. In all three models, the medium in which flow occurs is treated as a single-

porosity system. The severity of anomalous diffusion reflects the petrophysical heterogeneity of 

the medium and is indicated by deviations of flux or pressure responses from normal behavior. 

All models use a block-centered finite-difference method and were written in MATLAB.  

The first model incorporates slightly compressible flow under specified terminal rate or 

specified terminal pressure using a linearized implicit scheme. In both cases the model was 

verified with available analytical solutions for transient- and boundary-dominated flow periods, 

and the impact of sub-and super-diffusion on production characteristics was studied.   
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Due to the lack of oil well data for the practical application part of this research, a second 

model was developed for compressible gas flow under specified terminal pressure using an 

implicit, simple iterative scheme. This model was applied to two Barnett shale-gas wells to 

investigate the potential relevance of the anomalous-diffusion concept to unconventional wells. 

Finally, a two-phase, oil-water flow model was implemented for the constant-terminal-

pressure case in order to study the effects of sub- and super-diffusion on saturation 

distributions. This model is based on an Implicit Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) scheme 

and assumes conventional fluid-fluid and rock-fluid property descriptions. It is intended as a 

proof of concept.   
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to their tightness and extremely low conductivity, tight-oil and shale-gas formations 

need to be extensively stimulated in order for hydrocarbons to be produced in economic 

amounts. Over the past fifteen years, the state of the art well completion method has been to 

induce vertical hydraulic fractures along a horizontal well, thereby increasing the effective 

surface area and creating higher conductivity flow passages within the formation. The main 

contribution to production is provided by the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV), which, based 

on microseismic data, is approximately confined to the region between the hydraulic fractures 

and extends from the horizontal well to the fracture tips.  

The aim of developing models for fluid flow in porous media is to better understand and 

predict the behavior of producing wells, and as a consequence, estimate their ultimate recovery, 

as well as optimize drilling and completion design, and improve the operation of future ones. In 

unconventionals, one of the biggest challenges consists of accurately characterizing and 

modeling flow within the SRV, in order to accurately estimate future production and reserves. 

The common approaches include discrete-fracture-network based models, and analytical or 

numerical dual- or multi-porosity models. However, over the past two decades, fractal 

representations of naturally fractured reservoirs and anomalous-diffusion models have gained 

attention as possible alternatives to model flow in these complex nanoporous formations. In the 

following, different flow models used in unconventional reservoirs are reviewed. 

Discrete fracture networks (DFN’s) are fine-grid, geological models in which induced and 

natural fractures are represented explicitly. Fracture properties (including their geometry) and 

their distribution across the system are described in detail (Narr et al. 2006). Generating realistic 

DFN’s requires large amounts of data to be gathered through seismic, log, and core analysis. 

Not only are these characterization studies costly and time consuming; they also require the 

development and use of tools and techniques capable of accurate measurements at fine scales. 

Fractures close to the well detected in image logs are modeled deterministically, while smaller 

ones are generated stochastically (La Pointe et al. 1998). Furthermore, the solution of fluid flow 

equations in these finely discretized models comes at a high computational price. As a 

consequence, the use of DFN’s is unsuitable for routine well performance analysis.    
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A more practical and widely used approach to model the SRV is by use of the dual-

porosity idealization for naturally fractured reservoirs. First introduced by Barenblatt et al. (1960) 

and Warren and Root (1963), the heterogeneous system is split into two distinct but overlapping 

continua; the natural fracture network and the matrix. Both, fractures and matrix are 

homogeneous, isotropic, and uniformly distributed within a control volume. The matrix holds the 

majority of the hydrocarbons (high storativity) but has low conductivity, while the fracture 

network is highly conductive with low storativity. Flow occurs from the matrix into the fractures, 

which transport the fluids to the well. Fluid transfer between matrix and fractures occurs under 

pseudo-steady state conditions, implying instantaneous equilibrium within the matrix. While this 

assumption is valid for relatively high matrix permeabilities, it is not appropriate for tight, 

unconventional formations. Kazemi (1969) proposed an analytical slab model of uniformly 

interlayered fracture and matrix continua in a circular finite reservoir, accounting for transient 

flow within the matrix. de Swaan-O (1976) introduced an alternative, analytical, transient dual-

porosity model for different matrix geometries, including spherical shapes. Concurrently, Kazemi 

et al. (1976) developed a numerical two-phase flow model based on Warren and Root’s (1963) 

sugar cube model, and introduced a geometric shape factor to take into account fracture and 

matrix dimensions. Since then, many refinements have been proposed to Kazemi’s shape 

factor, as well as to the formulation of multi-phase flow mechanisms between matrix and 

fracture. A recent summary can be found in Sarma and Aziz (2006).   

For more accurate representations of pore-scale variations in naturally fractured 

reservoirs, multi-porosity extensions have been proposed. Abdassah and Ershaghi (1986) used 

a triple-porosity model, in which flow into a homogeneous fracture network occurs from two 

distinct matrix continua under transient flow, resulting in different characteristic responses 

during transition from fracture- to matrix-dominated flow regimes. Jalali and Ershaghi (1987) 

investigated the impact of simultaneous transient and pseudo-steady state matrix/fracture 

transfer in order to emulate the impact of low- and high-permeability matrix blocks respectively.  

Alternatively, Al-Ghamdi and Ershaghi (1996) introduced a dual-fracture model in which one 

matrix continuum and two sets of fracture networks, consisting of micro- and macro-fractures, 

are connected either in parallel (micro-fractures and matrix feed into macro-fractures) or in 

series (flow from matrix to micro-fractures and from micro- to macro-fractures).  

The aforementioned dual- and multi-porosity idealizations assume that the fracture 

network is homogeneous, continuous, and uniformly distributed across the system. To 

overcome their limited applicability in highly heterogeneous formations, Chang and Yortsos 
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(1990) introduced a fractal-based analytical model to describe reservoirs exhibiting multiscale, 

poorly connected and non-uniformly distributed fractures. The model is inspired by preliminary 

work performed by O’Shaugnessy and Procaccia (1985) to model diffusion on fractal 

geometries, and assumes that natural and hydraulically induced fractures display a self-

repeating pattern over different scales. The fracture-network porosity and permeability, which 

are directly related to fracture density and conductivity, follow a power-law decrease with 

distance, leading to anomalous diffusion. The model was used to study the pressure response 

in a vertical well producing at a constant rate within a fractally fractured reservoir, with and 

without matrix contribution. Results indicated that the shape of the pressure drawdown or build-

up curves are directly linked to the mass fractal dimension and the spectral dimension, which 

stand for density of fractures within the matrix volume, and degree of anomalous diffusion, 

respectively. Acuna and Yortsos (1995) confirmed these results by using numerical simulation 

on artificially generated fractal fracture networks. Application of their fractal model to actual field 

tests proved promising.  

Beier (1994) extended the fractal model to investigate the pressure-transient response of 

a vertically fractured well within an infinite reservoir. Assuming an infinite-conductivity fracture 

and uniform flux, he demonstrated that the pressure change follows power-law behavior during 

early (linear) and late (radial) times, from which the mass fractal dimension and the spectral 

dimension can be determined. Furthermore, Beier successfully applied the model to two 

pressure fall-off tests in the Grayburg/San Andres formation in New Mexico. 

Flamenco-Lopez and Camacho-Velázquez (2003) presented an approach to determine 

the fractal properties of a system from pressure-transient analysis based on the Chang and 

Yortsos (1990) vertical well model. They showed that the parameters can be determined if both, 

transient- and boundary-dominated flow responses are available. Moreover, they introduced 

solutions for transient and pseudo-steady state matrix-fracture contributions.  

In all of the above fractal models, anomalous diffusion is a result of the geometric 

properties of the fracture network only. Temporal dependencies of the flux are not taken into 

account. Nevertheless, recent publications such as Javadpour et al. (2007), Javadpour (2009), 

and Akkutlu and Fathi (2012) confirm that different scale-dependent transport mechanisms need 

to be considered in nanoporous fractured reservoirs such as shale-gas reservoirs. These 

include (i) molecular diffusion within the organic matter (i.e. the kerogen), (ii) desorption at the 

kerogen/nano-pore interface, (iii) slip-flow (i.e. Knudsen diffusion) in nano-pores, and (iv) Darcy 
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flow in micro-pores and fractures. Ozkan et al. (2010) and Apaydin (2012) presented a modified 

dual-porosity model combining Darcy flow in the fracture continua with Knudsen diffusion in the 

matrix. Due to the lack of quantitative data on the exposed nano-pore surface area, or kerogen 

and pressure distributions across the system, the authors omitted incorporating the desorption 

mechanism. 

Metzler et al. (1994) and Park et al. (2000) generalized the fractal diffusion equation to 

include temporal flux dependencies in the form of a time-fractional derivative. Camacho-

Velázquez et al. (2008) used the diffusion model by Metzler et al. (1994) to derive the analytical 

solution for single-phase flow in a fractal reservoir towards a vertical well under constant 

bottom-hole pressure. They then compared the production declines under transient- and 

boundary-dominated flow with solutions generated with the fractal models by O’Shaugnessy 

and Procaccia (1985) and Chang and Yortsos (1990). Results showed that production declines 

are more pronounced in fractal systems, and they were consistent with the expectation that 

fractals capture the discontinuity and non-uniform distribution of multiscale fracture networks.  

Raghavan and Chen (2013a) extended the use of the time-fractional fractal model to 

account for flow towards a vertical, infinite-conductivity fracture. In the same year, Raghavan 

and Chen (2013b) coupled the analytical solution for transient linear flow under pure sub-

diffusion with a finite-conductivity fracture. In this model, the heterogeneous fractured reservoir 

is represented as a single-porosity system, and the constitutive flux law includes only a time-

fractional derivative. Solutions for constant-terminal-rate and constant-terminal-pressure 

production were presented, and then extended to account for horizontal, multiply fractured 

wells. 

Ozcan (2014) and Ozcan et al. (2014) introduced an analytical tri-linear, anomalous-

diffusion model. In this model, the dual-porosity idealization describing flow in the inner reservoir 

(or SRV) of the tri-linear flow model (Brown 2009; Brown et al. 2011), was replaced by the time-

fractional diffusion equation to model sub-diffusion in a single-porosity system.  Albinali (2016) 

and Albinali and Ozkan (2016) went further, and incorporated sub-diffusive flow into the dual-

porosity representation within the tri-linear model. This allowed them to study the effects of flux 

hindrance within fracture network and matrix independently. 

Chen and Raghavan (2015) used a more general flux law, as in Fomin et al. (2011), 

incorporating not only temporal, but also spatial dependencies in the form of a space-time 

fractional pressure gradient. As in Raghavan and Chen (2013b), only transient linear flow was 
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considered within the reservoir. Finally, Raghavan and Chen (2016) studied the impact of sub-

diffusion on rate declines under constant-terminal-pressure production in a finite system. They 

showed that boundary-dominated late-time responses will follow power-law declines under sub-

diffusion. This behavior was as also observed by Camacho-Velázquez et al. (2008), applying 

the time-fractional fractal diffusion equation by Metzler et al. (1994) to a vertical well in a closed 

system. 

The fractional-diffusion models discussed above are analytical and apply to single-

phase, slightly compressible flow only. So far, numerical models related to petroleum-

engineering applications are scarce in the literature.  

Zhong et al. (2013) used a hybrid finite-difference/finite-volume based IMPES scheme to 

model two-phase incompressible flow under sub-diffusion in matrix and fractures. Phase fluxes 

were defined in the conventional sense and coupled with a modified mass conservation 

equation, which includes a time-fractional derivative in the accumulation term. Water was 

injected into an oil-saturated system and the effects of sub-diffusion examined. Results showed 

that saturation changes are delayed with increased severity of sub-diffusion, which is indicative 

of increased flux hindrance in the system. 

Alyoubi and Ganesh (2016) considered single-phase, slightly compressible flow under 

sub-diffusion, focusing on computational efficiency. To overcome limitations inherent to 

modeling anomalous diffusion numerically, they introduced a parallel-in-space and parallel-in-

time finite-element-method (FEM) based framework, which should be of interest for solving 

large multi-dimensional problems. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION AND APPLICATION TO FRACTURED NANOPOROUS 

RESERVOIRS 

This chapter introduces the concept of anomalous diffusion and its relevance to 

modeling fluid flow in unconventional reservoirs. In addition, the mathematical tools from 

fractional calculus required for solving petroleum-engineering related anomalous-diffusion 

problems are also discussed.  

3.1 Anomalous Diffusion Theory 

The classic diffusion equation is obtained by coupling a constitutive law in the form of 

Fick’s first law with a conservation equation to yield a parabolic partial differential equation of 

the form (in 1D) 

�����,� ��� = D ����,� �� 	,     (3.1) 

which relates the second derivative in space of a process variable " to its first derivative in time 

by a diffusion coefficient # . The transport phenomenon underlying Eq. 3.1 is the random 

Brownian motion of particles in a homogeneous medium, for which the simplest mathematical 

approximation is given by a random walk. In a one dimensional random walk, particles take one 

step forward or backward during each discrete time interval, and the length of individual steps 

and time intervals remains constant (Vlahos et al. 2008). The resulting particle displacement is 

described by a normal (or Gaussian) probability density function (PDF) and the mean square 

particle displacement 〈%��& 〉, corresponding to the variance of the PDF, scales linearly with 

time: 

 〈r��t 〉~t     (3.2) 

The link between Brownian motion and classic diffusion is established through the PDF 

describing Brownian particle displacement, which is equivalent to the analytical solution of the 

diffusion equation Eq. 3.1. 

Anomalous diffusion is based on the observation that particle transport does not always 

follow Brownian motion, and therefore can’t accurately be described by the normal diffusion 

equation (Meerschaert 2011). Situations arise in which individual particles will be trapped in a 

location for longer periods of time, or will cover longer distances in a given time step. 
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Consequently, the overall diffusion process will evolve faster or slower than in the normal case, 

with the resulting mean square particle displacement growing nonlinearly with time: 

〈r��t 〉~t*     (3.3) 

Cases where + < 1  are called sub-diffusion, + > 1  corresponds to super-diffusion, and + = 1 

stands for normal diffusion. 

One approach for modeling anomalous diffusion consists of relaxing the constraints set 

on the simple random walk model, in which only constant jump lengths and time intervals are 

considered. Assigning Levy-distributions to the jump length and the waiting (or trapping) time, a 

continuous time random walk (CTRW) model can be derived as in Montroll and Weiss (1965). 

While the mathematical derivation is beyond the scope of this research, it can be shown that the 

solution to the CTRW model satisfies a fractional (or anomalous) diffusion equation (in 1D) of 

the form 

�-���,� ��- = D.,/ �0���,� ��0 	,     (3.4) 

where 0 < � ≤ 1 and 0 < � ≤ 2 are the non-integer orders of the fractional time and 

space derivatives, respectively, and are related to the scaling parameter of the probability 

distributions attributed to the waiting times and jump lengths. The term	#�,� 	in Eq. 3.4 is a 

phenomenological parameter similar to the diffusion coefficient and depends on �  and � . 

Derivations of Eq. 3.4 can be found in Vlahos et al. (2008). Decreasing values of � increase the 

probability of longer particle jump lengths and therefore lead to super-diffusion, while decreasing 

values of � increase the probability of longer waiting times between two particle jumps, leading 

to sub-diffusion.  

The solution of fractional diffusion equations falls into the mathematical framework of 

fractional calculus, of which detailed treatments are presented in publications such as Podlubny 

(1999), Kilbas (2006) and Tarasov (2010), to name only a few. For the work presented in this 

research, the importance lies in the proper definition of the fractional derivatives in Eq. 3.4, so 

that they can be used in initial-boundary-value-problems (IBVP) of interest to reservoir 

engineers. 

The following section discusses the commonly used fractional derivative definitions and 

their implications. 
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3.2 Fractional Derivatives 

Unlike for the integer order derivatives, several definitions of the fractional (i.e. the non-

integer order) derivative exist, of which the most commonly used are the Riemann-Liouville and 

Caputo fractional derivatives.  

For a function 2�&  defined on the interval 34, 56, with 4 < & < 5, the Riemann-Liouville 

fractional integral of order � from 4 to & is defined by 

�I8�. f �t = �:�. ; f�τ �t − τ .>��8 dτ	,    (3.5) 

where @�α  is the Gamma function: 

Γ�α = ; e>�CD t.>�dt	.     (3.6) 

The Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order � from 4 to & is given by 

D8EF �.f�t = G ���HI JI8�I>.fK�t = �:�I>. G ���HI ; f�τ �t − τ I>�>.�8 dτ	,  (3.7) 

and the Caputo (1967) fractional derivative of order � from 4 to & is defined as 

D8� �.f�t = JI8�I>.f �I K�t = �:�I>. ; f �I �τ �t − τ I>�>.�8 dτ	,  (3.8) 

where L is an integer such that L − 1 < � < L. In the Riemann-Liouville definition, integration of 

fractional order L − �  is followed by differentiation of integer order L, while the sequence is 

reversed in the Caputo definition. In both cases, the fractional derivative is a non-local operator, 

indicated by the integral. For the time-fractional derivative in the fractional diffusion equation, 

Eq. 3.4, the lower terminal of the fractional derivative will be 4 = 0 (the initial time is usually set 

to & = 0). This implies that the fractional derivative will take into account long-range temporal 

dependencies of the function "��, & , which are often referred to as memory effect. Similarly, the 

space-fractional derivative in the fractional diffusion equation will consider non-local spatial 

dependencies of the function	"��, & . In this case the lower terminal 4 in the fractional derivative 

definition corresponds to a physical boundary of the system. 

The Caputo definition has advantages for practical engineering applications (Podlubny, 

1999). First, unlike the Riemann-Liouville derivative, the Caputo derivative allows for the use of 

conventional, physically relatable and measurable, integer-order initial (or boundary) conditions. 
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Second, the Caputo derivative of a constant is zero, while it is non-zero for the Riemann-

Liouville derivative when the derivative has a finite lower terminal.  

In the context of hydrology, where the objective is often to track contaminant (or tracer) 

transport in water aquifers, the Riemann-Liouville derivative has been used extensively (e.g., 

Meerschaert and Tadjeran 2004; Meerschaert et al. 2006). In a 1D problem, water continuously 

flows in the positive x-direction, away from the aquifer intake boundary. The initial contaminant 

concentration in the system is assumed to be zero. A tracer is added through a point source at a 

location far away from the water intake boundary so that the concentration there is zero at all 

time. In such a scenario, the use of the Riemann-Liouville derivative is suitable. 

However, the properties of the Caputo derivative make its use more suited in petroleum-

engineering problems. The areal extent of the investigated systems is finite and boundary 

conditions, such as constant-pressure or flux/no-flux boundaries, must be assigned. Moreover, 

the system is typically initially at rest at a prescribed non-zero pressure. In this case, if no 

changes are applied in form of pressure disturbances through injection/production at wells or 

boundaries, the pressure distribution should remain unchanged. Using the Caputo definition in 

the space and time derivatives of the fractional diffusion equation fulfills this condition, since the 

derivative of a constant is zero. Contrarily, the Riemann-Liouville derivative will cause an 

unwanted disruption of the initial pressure equilibrium although no external forces are applied. 

Based on these considerations, the Caputo derivative was chosen as the fractional derivative 

definition in this research.  

The Caputo derivative #MN O�2�&  in Eq. 3.8 is called left-sided because it only considers 

function values to the left of & on the interval 34, 56, where 4 < & < 5. The Caputo derivative 

which considers only function values to the right of & is called right-sided and defined by 

D�� P.f�t = �>� Q:�I>. ; f �I �τ �τ − t I>�>.P� dτ	,   (3.9) 

where L is an integer such that L − 1 < � < L. 

The left- and right-sided derivatives can also be combined to the symmetric, two-sided 

Caputo derivative (Klimek and Lupa 2011) 

D8� P.f�t = �� R D8� �.f�t + �−1 I D�� P.f�t T	,    (3.10) 

or the more general, weighted, two-sided Caputo derivative 
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D8� P.f�t = ϑ D8� �.f�t + �−1 I�1 − ϑ D�� P.f�t 	,   (3.11) 

where V is the weighting (or bias) factor allowing to set a bias on the importance of left- and 

right-sided derivative contributions. For the time-fractional derivative in the anomalous diffusion 

equation (Eq. 3.4), only past temporal dependencies need to be considered (from initial to 

current time), thus only the left-sided derivative (Eq. 3.8) is required. 

For the space-fractional derivative, the choice will depend on the problem to be solved. 

In the one-dimensional domain 34, 56, if fluids are produced/injected at a flux boundary (at	4 or 5), only a one-sided derivative will be required since there will only be one-sided, long-range 

dependencies. If a well is placed within the interval 34, 56 , left- and right-sided long-range 

dependencies could be equally important, in which case a symmetric derivative can be used, or 

a bias towards one side could be set. Based on these considerations, to ensure complete 

flexibility, the model derived and implemented in this research uses the weighted two-sided 

derivative definition (Eq. 3.11) for the space-fractional derivative. However, all problems 

addressed in this dissertation consider fluid production at a flux boundary (a hydraulic fracture at 

the lower terminal 4 = 0 ), thus, only right-sided, long-range dependencies need to be 

considered and the weighting factor V is set to zero in Eq. 3.11. 

3.3 Anomalous Diffusion in Fractured Nanoporous Reservoirs 

The characteristics of fractured nanoporous unconventional reservoirs that can lead to 

anomalous diffusion are the strong heterogeneity of the porous medium itself, as well as the 

scale-dependent mechanisms governing fluid flow. A variety of heterogeneities can be observed 

in unconventional formations, including organic matter, nano- and micro-pores, discontinuous 

fractures within inorganic matter, and connected induced and natural fractures. Fig. 3.1 shows 

two examples of organic matter embedded within the rock matrix (Loucks et al. 2009). In the 

first case, the organic material contains many rectangular shaped nano-pores and is completely 

surrounded by the almost impermeable matrix. In the second example, the organic matter 

contains less nano-pores and is spread out across the matrix. In either case, the mechanisms 

contributing to overall fluid flow will be different (Ozkan 2013). Moreover, features as shown in 

Fig. 3.1 will be non-uniformly distributed across the entire system. Consequently, it is unlikely 

that overall particle transport in unconventional reservoirs should follow Brownian motion, which 

is characteristic of homogeneous and continuous media. Instead, such systems may be better 

represented as disordered media in which diffusion does not follow the conventional laws of 

transport, and thus, the diffusion process is anomalous (Havlin and Ben-Avraham 1987). 
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Figure 3.1 Examples of organic matter distributed within matrix rock (Loucks et al. 2009). Matrix 
is grey, organic matter is dark-grey, pores are black. 

The geological heterogeneity of a given system is accompanied by flow mechanisms 

acting at different temporal and spatial scales. In case of gas flow, Javadpour et al. (2007) 

identified five flow mechanisms (Fig. 3.2) contributing to overall production, ranging from the 

molecular scale (slow and local mechanism) to the macro-scale (fast and global mechanism). 

Production starts from the natural and induced fracture network. Pressure depletion within the 

fractures will induce flow from larger pores (micropores) first and then from the nanopores. 

Within the organic matter, the pressure drop in the nanopores will drive gas desorption from the 

pore walls, which will further cause the diffusion of gas molecules within the kerogen/clay 

towards the pore walls. Moreover, the flow regime within pore channels will depend on their 

size, and is defined by the Knudsen number (WX), which is the ratio of the mean free path of 

fluid molecules (i.e. the average distance travelled between two collisions) over the average 

pore diameter. The flow regime transitions are shown in Fig. 3.3. In larger pores, Darcy flow (no-

slip continuum flow for WX < 10>Y) prevails, while in nano-pores, molecules collide with and slip 

along the pore walls (slip flow for 10>Y < WX < 10>�).  

Beside the difficulties in quantifying the contribution of individual flow mechanisms to 

production, challenges related to the fluid phase behavior also emerge (e.g., Firincioglu et al. 

2012 and 2013; Teklu et al. 2014; Parsa et al. 2015). As the pore size goes into the nanometer 

range and approaches the size of fluid molecules, PVT properties will be affected by the 

imposed confinement and differ from conventional PVT cell measurements. A possible 

consequence is the presence of sudden phase discontinuities from one pore to another, which 

further complicates flow modeling. 
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Figure 3.2 Multiscale gas-flow mechanisms (Javadpour et al. 2007). 

 

Figure 3.3 Knudsen number and associated flow regimes (Roy et al. 2003). 
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Considering the heterogeneous (or disordered) porous media and the scale 

dependencies of the flow mechanisms and fluid phase behavior, anomalous diffusion is a viable 

alternative in modeling these complex systems. Anomalous diffusion can be modeled by several 

means, including percolation theory, fractal theory, or by generalization of the random-walk 

theory to CTRW (Havlin and Ben-Avraham 1987). The latter leads to space-time fractional 

diffusion equations, which are solved using fractional calculus and is the approach taken in this 

research. The advantage of the fractional calculus based model is that the spatial and temporal 

scale dependencies of the flux are intrinsically captured in the fractional derivatives. Explicit 

assignment of matrix and fracture properties and their distribution across the system, as well as 

the quantification of the different flow mechanisms, is not required. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL ANOMALOUS-DIFFUSION MODEL FOR SINGLE-PHASE SLIGHTLY 

COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 

This chapter introduces the derivation of the linear (1D), numerical, anomalous-diffusion 

model for single-phase slightly compressible flow. Cases of constant-terminal-rate and constant-

terminal-pressure production are considered and validated with available analytical solutions. 

Moreover, the impact of sub- and super-diffusion on pressure and flow-rate responses is 

discussed using synthetic data. Finally, the effect of a coupled hydraulic fracture on the 

constant-pressure-production case is also presented. 

In ultra-tight, nanoporous formations, it is believed that the main contribution to fluid flow 

comes from the SRV, which is approximately confined to the region between the hydraulic 

fractures that extends from the horizontal well to the fracture tips. Flow communication between 

the SRV and the horizontal wellbore occurs through the hydraulic fractures only. Moreover, in 

the simplest case, the hydraulic fractures are identical, perpendicular to the wellbore plane, and 

parallel to each other. Thus, the principal flow direction is normal to the hydraulic fractures. An 

idealization of such a mulitply fractured horizontal well is shown in Fig. 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of a multiply fractured horizontal well with principle flow directions within 
SRV. 

If the fractures can be assumed to be produced at the same rate or pressure, a no-flow 

boundary will develop at mid-distance between them. As a consequence, the studied system 

can be reduced to one-fourth the drainage volume of a single hydraulic fracture, which is the 

focus of the model introduced in this chapter. 

4.1 Linear Anomalous-Diffusion Model 

Modeling anomalous diffusion in highly heterogeneous and nanoporous media requires 

a fractional diffusion equation. To this end, Darcy’s Law, which relates the flow to a local and 

instantaneous pressure gradient, is replaced by a more general flux law allowing for non-local 
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space and time dependencies of the pressure gradient. In this work, the modified flux law for 

linear flow is defined as in Fomin et al. (2011) or Chen and Raghavan (2015), and given by: 

u�x, t = − [0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H	,	 	 	 	 (4.1)	
where 0 < � < 1 and 0 < � < 1 are the fractional orders of the time and space derivatives, 

respectively, _  is the fluid viscosity, and ��,�  is the phenomenological coefficient with 

dimensions L�T�>.L/>� (or T�>.L��/) . Motivation behind the use of the fractional flux law is the 

desire to capture the complexities of the heterogeneous media and multiscale flow mechanisms 

in the variables �, � and ��,�. This approach is expected to eliminate the necessity of explicitly 

assigning matrix and fracture properties (and their distribution across the system) as in the dual- 

or multi-porosity idealizations. The fractional order of the time derivative,	�, relates to the degree 

of sub-diffusion (flux hindrance) while the fractional order of the space derivative, �, relates to 

the degree of super-diffusion (flux facilitation). In both cases, the severity of the deviation from 

normal diffusion increases with decreasing values of the fractional orders. In the asymptotic 

case of � = 	� = 1 , Eq. 4.1 reverts to Darcy’s Law with ��,� = � , where �  is in the usual 

dimensions of L�. Hence, Darcy’s Law is a special case of the general flux law and corresponds 

to normal diffusion; that is, 

u�x, t = − [0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H = 	− [\ �I��,� �� 							for				α = 	β = 1	.      (4.2)	
The classic mass conservation equation for a single-phase, slightly compressible fluid is 

given by: 

− �d��,� �� = ϕc� �I��,� �� 	,     (4.3)  

where g and hO are the porosity and total compressibility of the system, respectively. Combining 

the fractional flux law in Eq. 4.1 with the mass conservation equation in Eq. 4.3, the following 

anomalous (or fractional) diffusion equation is obtained: 

��� i[0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-j��,� ��- Hk = ϕc� �I��,� ��           (4.4) 

The system under investigation corresponds to one-fourth the drainage volume of a 

hydraulic fracture (Fig. 4.2). It is initially at rest [L��, 0 = L�] and has a no-flow outer boundary 
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3l�m, & = 0]. The inner boundary (i.e. the hydraulic fracture) is held at constant rate 3l�0, & =ln] or constant pressure 3L�0, & = Ln]. 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the linear system examined: one-fourth the drainage area of a vertical 
fracture along a horizontal well. 

The initial-boundary-value-problem (IBVP) to be solved is defined by the following 

equations: 

��� i[0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk = ϕc� �I��,� �� 	 for	0 < x < L,			t > 0	,	 	 (4.5)		
p�x, 0 = pp	 	 for	0 ≤ x ≤ L	,	 	 	 (4.6)	
u�L, t = − [0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I�F,� ��- H = 0	 for	t ≥ 0	,	 	 	 (4.7)	
u�0, t = − [0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I�D,� ��- H = rstFsu			 for	t > 0 (constant rate),	 	 (4.8)	
or 

p�0, t = pv			 	 for	t > 0 (constant pressure).	 	 (4.9)	
In Eq. 4.8, ln is the specified flow rate at standard conditions, w is the formation volume factor, 

and mn  and ℎ  are the fracture length and height, respectively. In the following section a 

linearized, implicit, finite-difference scheme is presented to solve the IBVP in Eqs. 4.5 through 

4.9. 

4.2 General Finite-Difference Scheme 

The spatial domain [0, L] is discretized into a block-centered grid of yzM{ blocks with 

uniform block length of ∆{= m/yzM{. The grid-block centers are labeled with the index �� where | = 1,… , yzM{. In order to compute or specify the pressure at the flux boundary (for the constant-

rate or constant-pressure solution, respectively) an additional node is introduced at � = 0 (Fig. 

No-Flux 
Boundary 

Fracture Face 
(Constant ln or Ln) 

� = 0 � = m 

Well 
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4.3a). The time domain [0,T] is discretized into ~ + 1 time steps with uniform time increment ∆�= T/N and the time steps are labeled with the index &X = �∆O, � = 0,… ,~ (Fig. 4.3b). The 

numerical approximations of the function L���, &X  are denoted by ��X. 

 

Figure 4.3 Spatial (a) and temporal (b) discretization of the examined system. 

The time and space integer derivatives of the anomalous diffusion equation (Eq. 4.5) are 

approximated by the forward and central differences, respectively. To obtain an implicit scheme, 

the fractional derivatives in the flux terms are taken at time &X��. Furthermore, the coefficients 

are taken at time &X , which is a suitable approximation for slightly compressible fluids and 

linearizes the problem. Thus, the general equation to be solved for each grid block is given by: 

− �∆� �3u�x, t 6p�]�
��� − 3u�x, t 6p>]�

���� = c�ϕp� j���]>j��∆�   

= �∆���G[0,-\ H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H�����p�]�
− �G[0,-\ H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H�����p>]�

� = c�ϕp� j���]>j��∆�   

(4.10) 

where the subscripts |∓�/� denote the grid-block interfaces and the superscripts � + 1 and � 

denote the simulation time steps.   

Time-fractional derivative: The time-fractional derivative in the flux terms at grid-block 

interfaces, ��∓�/�, are defined in the Caputo (1967) sense, which allows for the use of integer-

order initial conditions. For 0 < � < 1, the fractional derivative is defined as: 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp∓�/�
��� = �:�. ; ��� ��-IJ��∓]/�,�K��- � �t��� − τ >��>. ���]���D dτ			,			n = 0,… , N − 1   

      (4.11) 

∆� 

�� �� �����  

� 

∆& 
&D &� &� &�>� &� … … 

� = 0 � = m 

… … 

& �4  �5  

Ln 
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Discretization of Eq. 4.11 is performed following the method presented in Murio (2008). 

The integral over time interval [0,	&X�� ] is approximated by a summation of weighted finite 

differences over uniform time intervals, ∆&, and detailed in Appendix A.1:  

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp∓�/�
��� = σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ��-IJ��∓]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ��∓]/�,���]^�K��- ����[�� 	, (4.12) 

where 

σ.,∆� = �:���. �∆�]^0	,     (4.13) 

and 

ω��. = 1,						ω[�. = k. − �k − 1 .		,			k > 1	.   (4.14) 

Eq. 4.12 can be rearranged to yield 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��∓]/�
��� = σ.,∆�

�  
  ¡+ω��. �-IJ��∓]/�,���]K��- 																																						
+∑ G−ω[�. + ω[���. H �-IJ��∓]/�,���]^�K��-�[��−ω����. �-IJ��∓]/�,��K��- 																																								¢££

££¤	. (4.15) 

Several observations can be made from the approximation to the time-fractional 

derivative:  

•  The evaluation of the pressure at &X��  requires the space-fractional pressure 

derivatives at all previous time steps, from &D	to &X . This implies that the spatial 

derivatives have to be calculated at each grid-block interface, at every time step, and 

kept in memory in order to progress with the simulation.  

•  The weight attributed to pressures at time step &X�� is always 1 (¥��� = 1). 

•  In the asymptotic case of � = 0, ¥¦�� = 0 for � > 1, and, as expected, the fractional 

derivative becomes the first derivative. 

•  In the asymptotic case of � = 1, ¥¦�� = 1 for all �, and §�,∆O = 1. The finite-difference 

approximation Eq. 4.15 requires the evaluation of the space-fractional derivative at 

times &X�� and &D only. Because the system is initially at rest 3L��, 0 = L� for 0 < � <m ], the space derivative at &D  is zero R¨�LJ��∓�/�, &DK ¨��⁄ = 0T . In this case, the 
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approximation reverts to evaluating the spatial derivative at &X�� only. Hence, for � =1, the classic implicit formulation for the diffusion equation is obtained.  

•  For all 0 < � < 1  and any number of prior time steps &X  ( � ≥ 1 ), the weight 

coefficients of the time-fractional derivative approximation naturally add up to 

zero i¥��� + ∑ G−¥¦�� + ¥¦���� HX¦�� + G−¥X���� H = 0k . Thus, the approximation of the 

integral in the time-fractional derivative of Eq. 4.15 is not a truncated sum. 

Space-fractional derivative: The space-fractional derivatives at the grid-block 

interfaces are defined, in the most general manner, as weighted, two-sided Caputo derivatives 

based on the symmetric Caputo derivative given in Klimek and Lupa (2011). This definition is 

used to ensure complete flexibility of the model with regard to the impact of non-local upstream 

and/or downstream dependencies of the flux. The fractional derivative at the interfaces ��∓�/� 

and time &X�� is defined as 

�-IJ��∓]/�,���]K��- = ϑ D	D� ��∓]/�/ − �1 − ϑ D��∓]�
� F/	,   (4.16) 

where 0 < � < 1, and 0 ≤ V ≤ 1 is the bias (or weighting) factor allowing to set a bias on the 

importance of right- and left-sided derivative contributions. #	DN {ª∓]/��  and #{ª∓]/�N «� are the left- and 

right-sided Caputo derivatives, respectively, as shown for the grid-block interface ����/�  in Fig. 

4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 Two-sided space-fractional derivative at grid-block interface ����/�. 

The left-sided Caputo derivative (from the left boundary � = 0 to the interface at ��∓�/�) 

is defined as 

D	D� ��∓]/�/ = �:��>/ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ Jxp∓�/� − ξK>/��∓]/�D dξ	.   (4.17) 

∆� 

�� �� �����  � 

� = 0 � = m 

… … 

®	°̄ ±²�³/´µ  ®	±²�³/°́ ¶µ 

�� 
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The right-sided Caputo derivative (from interface ����/� to the outer boundary at	� = m) is 

defined as in Kilbas et al. (2006): 

D��∓]/�	� F/ = >�:��>/ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ �ξ − xp∓�/� >/F��∓]/� dξ	.   (4.18) 

Both derivatives can be discretized following the approach taken by Zhang et al. (2007), 

and is detailed in Appendix A.2. The finite-difference approximations for the two-sided, space-

fractional derivatives at block interfaces ����/� and ��>�/� are 

�-IJ���]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp���/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																																					�  (4.19) 

and 

�-IJ��^]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp�/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp>¹���Kp>�¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp>��¹��� − Pp>��¹��� K»¹8���>p¹�� 																								�	, (4.20) 

respectively, where 

σ/,∆� = �:��>/ �∆�-	     (4.21) 

and 

	ω��/ = 1,							ω¹�/ = m�>/ − �m − 1 �>/					,			m > 1	.   (4.22) 

At grid-block interface ��>�/� the space-fractional derivative approximation in Eq. 4.20 

reduces to 

�-IJ�]^]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆�R2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���K + �1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� 	T	. (4.23) 

Again, the approximations in Eqs 4.19, 4.20 and 4.23 represent a weighted sum of finite 

differences. Following observations can be made:  

•  The evaluation of the two-sided derivative, in case of 0 < V < 1, requires pressures 

at every grid block, leading to a fully populated iteration matrix. This is shown in Fig. 

4.5 for the constant-terminal-rate case. 
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•  In the asymptotic case of V = 1, the space-fractional derivative is purely left-sided 

and the iteration matrix becomes lower triangular.  

•  In the asymptotic case of V = 0, the space-fractional derivative is purely right-sided 

and the iteration matrix becomes upper triangular. 

•  Values of � approaching 0 result in derivatives putting more emphasis on pressures 

further away, hence the non-locality of the derivative is more pronounced. In this 

case, the value of the bias factor V will have more impact. 

•  Values of � approaching 1 make the derivative more local around ��∓�/�. As a result, 

the impact of the bias factor V will be less important. 

•  In the asymptotic case of � = 1, ¥��� = 1  and ¥z�/ = 0  for all ½ > 1 , and §�,∆{ =1/∆�. In this case, the approximations in Eqs. 4.19 and 4.20 revert to the classic 

central differences at grid-block interfaces, ����/� and ��>�/�. The bias factor V has 

no impact at all, and the usual tridiagonal matrix is retrieved. 

•  For all 0 < � < 1  and any number of grid blocks, yzM{ , the weight coefficients 

attributed to each grid-block pressure add up to zero. Thus, the approximation of the 

integral in the left- and right-sided space-fractional derivatives, Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18, is 

not a truncated sum. 

Substituting the time- and space-fractional derivative approximations, Eqs. 4.12, 4.19 

and 4.20, into Eq. 4.10, and multiplying both sides by the grid-block volume, ¾ = ∆�mnℎ, the 

linearized, implicit, finite-difference scheme for the anomalous diffusion of a single-phase, 

slightly compressible fluid is obtained. Grouping all unknown pressure terms at time &X�� on the 

left hand side, the general matrix equation to be solved for each grid block is given by: 

¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ+T���]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp���/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																																					�	
−T��^]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp�/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp>¹���Kp>�¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp>��¹��� − Pp>��¹��� K»¹8���>p¹�� 																								�					− ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp���																																																																																																																																		ÆÀÀ

Ç
ÀÀÈ
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= − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp� +
¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ−T���]�σ.,∆� É−ω��. �-jJ���]/�,��K��- 																																																										

+∑ ω[�. ��-jJ���]/�,����^�K��- − �-jJ���]/�,���]^�K��- ����[�� Ê
+T��^]�σ.,∆� É−ω��. �-jJ��^]/�,��K��- 																																																										

+∑ ω[�. ��-jJ��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-jJ��^]/�,���]^�K��- ����[�� ÊÆÀÀ
Ç
ÀÀÈ	. (4.24) 

where transmissibilities Ë{ª∓]/� are defined as: 

T��∓]� = Lvh G[0,-\ Hp∓]�
� 	.     (4.25) 

The derivation of Eq. 4.24, as well as considerations for the handling of the inner and 

outer boundary conditions for the constant-terminal-rate and the constant-terminal-pressure 

solutions, are detailed in Appendices A.3 and A.4. The iteration matrix for a six-grid-block 

system (yzM{ = 6) for the case of constant-terminal-rate production is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

In the following two sections, the numerical model described above is verified with 

published analytical solutions for the constant-terminal-rate and constant-terminal-pressure 

cases. In addition, the impact of sub- and super-diffusion on pressure and flow-rate responses 

is discussed. 

4.3 Verification of Constant-Terminal-Rate Solution 

This section presents the verification of the numerical solution under constant-terminal-

rate production with available analytical solutions.  

4.3.1 Transient Pressure Drop 

Chen and Raghavan (2013b, 2015) introduced the solution for transient linear flow of a 

slightly compressible fluid under sub- and super-diffusion. In their derivation, the authors 

considered only one-sided (upstream) long-range dependencies of the flux, which needs to be 

accounted for in the numerical model. Based on their work, for constant-terminal-rate 

production, the pressure drop at the fracture face in one-fourth the drainage volume of a vertical 

hydraulic fracture is given by the following dimensionless equation: 

PÎ�xÎ = 0, tÎ = 2π �Ð�-�]^0 /J0�-�] K:G�> 0-�]H 	,     (4.26) 
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Figure 4.5 Iteration matrix for slightly compressible flow under constant-terminal-rate production. 
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where the dimensionless time is defined as 

tÎ = [0,-Ñ\ÄÅFs-�] t.	,     (4.27) 

and the dimensionless pressure drop is given by 

PÎ�xÎ, tÎ = 2π [0,-urs\ G[0,-Ñ\ÄÅH��>. /. �Fs�-�]^�0 /0 3pp − p�x, t 6	.         (4.28) 

Eqs 4.26 through 4.28 can be combined and rearranged to yield the following logarithmic 

pressure drop vs. time relationship in field units: 

log3pp − pv�t 6 = log�a + mlog�t 	,    (4.29) 

where 

a = �Õ:G�> 0-�]H GD.DDÖY�×Ñ\ÄÅ H�> ]�-�] �Ø�.�rs\tFsu[0,- ]�-�] 	,   (4.30) 

and 

m = 1 − ./��	.     (4.31) 

From Eq. 4.29, it becomes apparent that, for transient linear flow under constant 

production rate, the pressure drop vs. time follows a straight-line on a log-log plot. Most 

importantly, the slope of the straight-line depends on the fractional derivative orders � and �. In 

the asymptotic case of � = � = 1, the conventional half-slope is retrieved, which corresponds to 

linear flow under normal diffusion.  

For anomalous diffusion, three cases are used for validation of the numerical solution for 

transient flow: pure sub-diffusion (α < 1,	� = 1), pure super-diffusion (� = 1, � < 1), and mixed-

diffusion ( � < 1, � < 1 ). Moreover, for boundary-dominated flow under sub-diffusion, the 

numerical model is compared with results generated by the analytical model presented in 

Albinali (2016). For boundary-dominated flow under super- or mixed-diffusion, no analytical 

solution is currently available due to the difficulty of applying superposition techniques to the 

space-fractional derivative. Based on these considerations, the numerical and analytical 

solutions are compared in the next section. 
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4.3.2 Verification of Numerical Model 

The numerical and analytical solutions are compared using the synthetic data presented 

in Table 4.1. To allow for a direct comparison, the fluid and rock properties _, w, ��,� , and g are 

treated as constants in the numerical model. Furthermore, to account for upstream flux 

dependencies only, the bias factor V in the two-sided space-fractional derivative is set to zero 

(because the flow occurs in the opposite direction of � as shown in Fig. 4.2). 

Table 4.1 Reservoir and fluid data for model verification under constant-terminal-rate production 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 150 

Phenomenological coefficient, ��,�,	md. d�>.. ft/>� 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Total compressibility, hO, psi-1 4E-5 

Viscosity, _, cp 0.3 

Formation volume factor, w, bbl/stb 1 

Initial pressure, L�, psi 5,000 

Constant flow-rate, ln, stb/d 15 
 

Sensitivity on sub-diffusion exponent	Ù: Based on the analytical solution for transient 

linear flow (Eqs. 4.29 through 4.31), for pure sub-diffusion (� < 1,	� = 1), the straight-line slopes 

on a log-log plot of pressure drop vs. time at the fracture face will fall between 

0.5 < m = 1 − .� < 1																			for						0 < α < 1	.   (4.32) 

The impact of the sub-diffusion exponent � is shown in Fig. 4.6 for both analytical (continuous 

lines) and numerical (markers) solutions. As expected from Eq. 4.32, the straight-line slopes 

increase from 0.5 to 1 with decreasing �, which is a direct indicator of the increased severity of 

sub-diffusion. As shown by the overlying markers and lines, both solutions are in very good 

agreement. Deviation of the numerical solution from the straight-line behavior for α > 0.6 after & = 100 days is due to the transition towards boundary-dominated flow, which occurs later for 

decreasing values of �. In the extreme cases of α ≤ 0.4, the pressure drop at the fracture face 

reaches the maximum possible 5,000 psi before the end of the simulation (& = 1,000 days) and 

before the boundary can be felt. This indicates that, under sub-diffusion, a smaller area will be 
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drained during a given amount of time. This is corroborated by Fig. 4.7, which shows the 

pressure distribution within the system as a function of � after 200 days for the numerical model. 

Sub-diffusion translates into large pressure drawdowns required at the fracture while only small 

areas are being drained. In case of � = 0.01, the pressure disturbance reaches only 70 ft from 

the fracture face, although the pressure drop at the fracture is almost at its maximum.  

Finally, the late-time responses of the numerical model are compared with results 

generated with the model in Albinali (2016) in Fig. 4.8. Again, the overlaying markers and lines, 

especially for � > 0.6 , indicate satisfying agreement between the analytical and numerical 

solution under boundary-dominated flow. As discussed in Ozcan (2014) and Albinali (2016), all 

pressure curves, except � = 0, will merge into the same unit-slope late-time responses. 

 

Figure 4.6 Log-log plot of pressure drop vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical 
transient solution as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 day, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 4.7 Pressure distribution in investigated system as a function of � with � = 1 after 200 
days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 day, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Log-log plot of pressure drop vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical 
pseudo-steady state solution as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 day, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Sensitivity on super-diffusion exponent	µ: For pure super-diffusion (� < 1,α = 1), 

based on the analytical transient solution, the straight-line slopes observed on the log-log plot of 

pressure drop vs. time will fall between 

0 < m = 1 − �/�� < 0.5											for						0 < β < 1	,   (4.33) 

as shown in Fig. 4.9. As � decreases, the severity of super-diffusion increases and translates 

into smaller pressure drops at the fracture face. Again, numerical and analytical solutions are in 

good agreement during the transient flow period, which is indicated by the overlay of markers 

and lines. Deviation from the early time straight-line (and hence from the analytical solution) 

starting at & = 1  day signifies transition to boundary-dominated flow and occurs earlier for 

decreasing values of �. This is consistent with the expectation that super-diffusion will facilitate 

the flow within the system. Interestingly, straight-line slopes of ¼, which are typically attributed 

to bilinear flow regime, correspond to a value of � = 1/3. At late times, all pressure responses 

merge into the same unit slope, characteristic of boundary-dominated flow, as was observed for 

the sub-diffusion exponent �. The pressure distribution across the system at the end of the 

simulation run (& = 1,000 days) is shown in Fig. 4.10. As super-diffusion increases, the pressure 

is distributed more uniformly and smaller pressure gradients are required to drain the reservoir.  

Sensitivity on exponents 	Ù  and µ : The verification of the numerical model is 

completed with a comparison with the analytical solution for the combined effect of sub- and 

super-diffusion on the pressure-drop response. As shown in Fig. 4.11, the lines and markers 

overlay at early times, indicating agreement between analytical and numerical solutions during 

the transient flow period. At late times, for & > 200 days, the numerical solutions merge into a 

unit-slope line, characteristic of boundary-dominated flow. 

To conclude, the numerical model for linear flow under constant-terminal-rate production has 

been validated for sub-, super- and mixed-diffusion during the transient flow period, as well as 

for boundary-dominated flow under sub-diffusion. 
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Figure 4.9 Log-log plot of pressure drop vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical 
transient solution as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.05 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Pressure distribution in investigated system as a function of � with � = 1 after 1,000 
days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.05 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 4.11 Log-log plot of pressure drop vs. time. Verification of numerical model with 
analytical transient solution as a function of	� and � (mesh size: ∆t = 0.25 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

4.4 Verification of Constant-Terminal-Pressure Solution 

This section presents the verification of the numerical solution under constant-terminal-

pressure production with available analytical solutions. 

4.4.1 Transient Production Decline 

The analytical solution for transient production at constant terminal pressure was also 

presented by Chen and Raghavan (2013b, 2015). As for the constant-terminal-rate case, the 

authors considered a one-sided space-fractional derivative only. The flow-rate at the fracture 

face in one-fourth the drainage volume of a vertical hydraulic fracture is given by the following 

dimensionless equation: 

qÎ�xÎ = 0, tÎ = �ÐJ0^�-�] K J0�-�] KÝ�Õ:G 0-�]H 	,    (4.34) 

where the dimensionless time is defined as 

tÎ = [0,-Ñ\ÄÅFs-�] t.	,     (4.35) 

and the dimensionless rate is given by 
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 qÎ�xÎ, tÎ = \�Õ[0,-u�I�>Is Fs�-�]^�0 /0
��0,-ÞßàÅ��]^0 /0 q�x, t 	.   (4.36) 

Eqs 4.35 through 4.37 can be combined and rearranged to yield the following logarithmic rate-

time relationship in field units: 

log3qv�t 6 = log�b − mlog�t 	,    (4.37) 

where 

b = ��Õ:G 0-�]H
I�>Is�Ø�.�\t	 G Ñ\ÄÅD.DDÖY�×H�> ]-�] Lvhk.,/ ]-�]	,   (4.38) 

and  

m = 1 − ./��	.     (4.39) 

The definition of the slope ½ in Eq. 4.39 for transient linear flow under constant-terminal-

rate production is the same as that for the constant-terminal-pressure case. Consequently, the 

same observations can be made: (i) in the asymptotic case of � = 	� = 1, the conventional half-

slope corresponding to transient linear flow under normal diffusion is retrieved, (ii) for pure sub-

diffusion (α < 1,	� = 1) the straight-line slopes fall between 0.5 and 1, and (iii) for pure super-

diffusion (� = 1, � < 1) the straight-line slopes fall between 0 and 0.5. Moreover, in the case of 

pure sub-diffusion, Raghavan and Chen (2016) showed that late-time responses under 

boundary-dominated flow follow a power-law decline of the form 

qv�t ∝ t>���. 																												for						0 < α < 1					and						t → ∞	,        (4.40) 

instead of the expected exponential decline. This implies that straight-line slopes between 1 and 

2 will be observed on the log-log plot of rate vs. time. Finally, as for the constant-terminal-rate 

production case, no analytical solutions are available for boundary-dominated flow under super-

diffusion (� < 1). Based on these considerations, the numerical and analytical solutions are 

compared in the next section.   

4.4.2 Verification of Numerical Model 

The numerical and analytical solutions are compared using the synthetic data presented 

in Table 4.2. Again, to allow for direct comparison, the bias factor V in the two-sided space-
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fractional derivative is set to zero (V = 0), and the fluid and rock properties _, w, ��,� ,	 and g are 

treated as constants in the numerical model.  

Table 4.2 Reservoir and fluid data for model verification under constant-terminal-pressure 
production 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 250 

Phenomenological coefficient, ��,�,	md. d�>.. ft/>� 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Total compressibility, hO, psi-1 4E-5 

Viscosity, _, cp 0.3 

Formation volume factor, w, bbl/stb 1 

Initial pressure, L�, psi 5,000 

Constant pressure, Ln, psi 600 
 

Sensitivity on sub-diffusion exponent	Ù: The impact of the sub-diffusion exponent � 

(with � = 1 ) on the production rate at the fracture face for both numerical (markers) and 

analytical (lines) solutions is shown in Fig. 4.12. As predicted by Eq. 4.39, the slopes of the 

responses during linear-flow periods increase from 0.5  for the normal diffusion case (� = 1) to 

1 with decreasing values of �, which reflects the severity of sub-diffusion. As shown by the 

overlaying markers and lines, the numerical model is in very good agreement with the analytical 

solution for transient linear flow. Deviation from the analytical solution (and hence from the 

straight-line behavior) at later times for � > 0.6  indicates transitioning towards boundary-

dominated flow, which starts at & = 100  days for the normal diffusion case (� = 1 ) and is 

delayed as � decreases. In the extreme cases of � = 0.2 and � = 0.01, boundary-dominated 

flow is not reached within the observation time (within the economic production limit of 0.1  

STB/d). This is emphasized by the pressure distribution within the system at the end of the 

numerical simulation run and shown in Fig. 4.13. For all sub-diffusion (� < 1) cases, complete 

depletion does not occur after 1,000 days, while equilibrium is reached under normal diffusion 

(� = 1). In particular, for α < 0.4, the boundary influence is not yet felt. This is consistent with 

the sub-diffusive nature of the flow. 
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Figure 4.12 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical transient 
solution as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Pressure distribution in investigated system as a function of � with � = 1 after 1,000 
days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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The impact of sub-diffusion on boundary-dominated flow is shown for values of 0.5 ≤� < 1 in Fig. 4.14. For this purpose, the phenomenological coefficient has been increased to ��,� = 1	md. d�>.. ft/>�, while the distance to the outer boundary has been reduced to m = 150 

ft. As predicted by Eq. 4.40, the rates exhibit power-law decline at late times. For � = 0.99, the 

straight line follows a slope of 2, while for � = 0.5, the rate decline merges to a slope of 1.5. It is 

also apparent that the transitions between transient and boundary-dominated flow regimes are 

less discernible with decreasing values of �. As � approaches 0, the early-time straight-line 

slope increases towards unity, while the late-time slope decreases towards unity. In all cases, if 

time is of no concern, the ultimate recovery will be the same, as is shown in Fig. 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.14 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Impact of sub-diffusion (� < 1) on boundary-dominated 
flow period. Rates follow power-law decline (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

Sensitivity on super-diffusion exponent	µ: The impact of the super-diffusion exponent � (with � = 1) on the production rate at the fracture face for both numerical (markers) and 

analytical (lines) solutions is shown in Fig. 4.16. The data used is given in Table 2. As predicted 

by Eq. 4.39, the slopes of the linear-flow periods decrease from 0.5 to 0 with decreasing values 

of �, reflecting the severity of super-diffusion. Again, the ¼ slope usually attributed to bilinear 

flow under normal diffusion, corresponds to linear super-diffusive flow with � = 1/3  under 

anomalous diffusion. The numerical and analytical solutions overlap during the transient linear 

flow period, indicating satisfactory agreement between the two models.  
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Figure 4.15 Semi-log plot of cumulative production vs. time. Impact of sub-diffusion � < 1 on 
ultimate recovery  (mesh size: ∆t = 0.1 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical transient 
solution as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Deviation from the analytical solution indicates transitioning to boundary-dominated flow, 

which occurs first in the strongly super-diffusive cases. This is also manifested through the 

pressure decline at the outer boundary during the first 250 days in Fig. 4.17. Finally, under 

super-diffusion, rates follow exponential decline during boundary-dominated flow. This is shown 

by the straight-line declines on the semi-log plot in Fig. 4.18 for the numerical solution. As � 

decreases, the exponential decline becomes more severe. 

Sensitivity on exponents	Ù and µ: To complete the verification of the numerical model, 

the combined impact of sub- and super-diffusion on rate decline is compared between analytical 

and numerical solutions.  As shown in Fig. 4.19, both solutions are in agreement during the 

early time transient flow period (& < 10 days). At late times for & > 100 days, the numerically 

computed rates seem to transition into power-law decline, which is probably due to the influence 

of the sub-diffusion exponent �. 

To conclude, the numerical model for linear flow under constant-terminal-pressure 

production has been validated for sub-, super- and mixed-diffusion during the transient flow 

period, as well as for boundary-dominated flow under sub-diffusion. 

 

Figure 4.17 Pressure decline at the outer boundary as a function of � with � = 1 during the first 
250 days of production (mesh size: ∆t = 0.5 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 4.18 Semi-log plot of rate vs. time. Impact of super-diffusion (� < 1) on the boundary-
dominated flow period. Rates follow exponential decline (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of numerical model with analytical transient 
solution as a function of	� and � (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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4.5 Hydraulic Fracture Coupling with Constant-Terminal-Pressure Solution 

The linear anomalous-diffusion model described in the previous sections can be coupled 

with a finite-conductivity hydraulic-fracture model. In the examined system, the flux within the 

fracture is linear and follows Darcy’s Law, and flow chocking skin at the fracture/well intersection 

is neglected. The initial pressure is uniformly distributed 3L�æ, 0 = L�], the inner boundary is 

produced at constant bottom-hole pressure 3L�0, & = Lçè], and the outer boundary is sealed 3lJmn , &K = 0]. Flow contribution from the SRV acts as a source term in the fracture continuity 

equation. 

The IBVP for slightly compressible linear flow in the finite-conductivity fracture is given by the 

following set of equations:  

��é G[s\ �I�é,� �é H − qêëEÃ�y, t = ϕvc�v �I�é,� ��   for	0 < y < Lv,			t > 0	, (4.41) 

p�y, 0 = pp   for	0 ≤ y ≤ Lv	,  (4.42) 

p�y = 0, t = PPu   for	t > 0	,     (4.43) 

u�y = Lv, t = − [s\ �I�Fs,� �é = 0  for	t ≥ 0	,  (4.44) 

qêëEÃ�y, t = rìíî�é,� ïsFsu = − �ïs
[0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,é,� ��- H for	0 < y < Lv,			t > 0	,   (4.45) 

where �n, gn, hOn and ðn	are the fracture permeability, porosity, total compressibility, and width, 

respectively, and lêñòó�æ, &  is the rate contributed by the SRV normalized by the fracture bulk 

volume. In the following section, a linearized, implicit, finite-difference scheme is presented to 

solve the IBVP in Eqs. 4.41 through 4.45. 

4.5.1 General Finite-Difference Scheme 

The spatial domain [0, mn ] is discretized into a block-centered grid of ôzM{ blocks and 

uniform block-length of ∆«õ= mn/ôzM{. The grid-block centers are labeled with the index æö where ÷ = 1,… , ôzM{. To specify the bottom-hole pressure,	Lçè, at the inner flux boundary, an additional 

node is introduced at æ = 0 (Fig. 4.20). 

The linearized, implicit, finite-difference scheme to be solved for each fracture grid block 

is defined in the classical sense: 
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wvh ùúG[s\H� G�I�é,� �é H���ûü�]� − úG[s\H� G�I�é,� �é H���ûü>]�ý − qëEÃü��� = Vvc�vϕvü� j���]>j��∆� 	, (4.46) 

where both sides have been multiplied by the fracture grid-block volume, ¾n = ðn∆«õℎ, and lñòóöX�� = lêñòóöX��¾n. The source term, lñòóöX��, corresponds to the influx from the SRV into 

each fracture grid block and is defined as 

qëEÃü��� = −∆Fsh �G[0,-\ H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,é,� ��- H������>]�,ü
	,   (4.47) 

where the space-time fractional derivative can be approximated as in Eq. A.48 in Appendix A.4. 

In this case, computation of the pressure at the fracture face, �n,öX��, will require an additional 

equation, which is provided by the requirement of flux-continuity across the fracture face. 

 

Figure 4.20 Spatial discretization of the finite-conductivity hydraulic fracture. 

4.5.2 Verification of Numerical Model 

The effect of a hydraulic fracture on the flow-rate response under constant-terminal-

pressure production is studied. To do so, a fracture with constant properties given in Table 4.3 

is coupled with the anomalous-diffusion model for the reservoir presented in Table 4.2. Only 

upstream dependencies of the flux in the SRV are considered; hence, the bias factor V in the 

two-sided space-fractional derivative is set to zero (V = 0). 
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For verification, the case of an infinite-conductivity fracture (�n = 1,000,000 md) is first 

compared with the numerical solution for linear flow. As shown in Fig. 4.21, both solutions are in 

excellent agreement for the sub-diffusion case. For super-diffusion, the solutions overlap for � ≥0.6, but diverge for smaller values of �, which is presented in Fig. 4.22. From a theoretical point 

of view, this can be explained by the fact that, for severe super-diffusion, the hydraulic-fracture 

permeability must be considerably higher in order to fulfill the infinite-conductivity condition. 

Otherwise, the fracture will choke production from the SRV as can be seen in the semi-log plot 

of cumulative production vs. time in Fig. 4.23. 

Table 4.3 Hydraulic-fracture properties 

Width,	ðn, ft 0.01 

Half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Height, ℎ, ft 150 

Porosity, gn, fraction 0.38 

Total compressibility, hOn, psi-1 1E-4 

Infinite-conductivity permeability, �n, md 1,000,000 

Finite-conductivity permeability, �n, md 2,000 
 

 

Figure 4.21 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of the coupled fracture model for infinite-
conductivity fracture and sub-diffusion (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 2.5 ft, ∆y = 25 ft). 
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Figure 4.22 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of the coupled fracture model for infinite-
conductivity fracture and super-diffusion (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 2.5 ft, ∆y = 25 ft). 

 

 

Figure 4.23 Semi-log plot of cumulative production vs. time. For severe super-diffusion (� ≤ 0.4) 
the hydraulic fracture chokes production from the SRV. Higher fracture permeabilities are 

required to meet infinite-conductivity condition (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 2.5 ft, ∆y = 25 ft). 
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To study the effect of a finite-conductivity hydraulic fracture on the production 

characteristics under sub- and super-diffusion, the fracture permeability is reduced to �n =	2,000 

md. All other fracture and reservoir properties remain unchanged and are given in Table 4.2 and 

4.3, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 4.24 for the sub-diffusive case. The early-time 

straight-line trends with slopes 0.25 ≤ ½ < 0.5  observed for & < 10  days for all values of � 

signify bilinear flow. For � = 1 the usual ¼ slope, corresponding to normal diffusion, is obtained. 

The slopes increase for stronger sub-diffusion. This is consistent with the results presented in 

Ozcan (2014). For times & > 100 days, all lines merge with the expected linear transient solution 

(indicated by the thin straight lines starting at 100 days) with slopes 0.5 ≤ ½ < 1, except for � ≥0.9, which go into boundary-dominated flow.  

The effects of a finite-conductivity fracture on super-diffusion are shown in Fig. 4.25. The 

early-time bilinear flow slopes decrease from 0.25 for � = 1 to 0 with decreasing � values. At 

late times for & > 100, all lines transition into boundary-dominated flow. 

 

Figure 4.24 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Impact of finite-conductivity fracture and sub-diffusion 
on early time responses. Thin straight lines starting at 100 days indicate the theoretical linear 

transient flow in absence of the fracture (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 2.5 ft, ∆y = 25 ft). 
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Figure 4.25 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Impact of finite-conductivity hydraulic fracture and 
super-diffusion on early time response (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 2.5 ft, ∆y = 25 ft). 

4.6 Summary 

A numerical, finite-difference, anomalous-diffusion model has been developed for single-

phase, slightly compressible flow in one-fourth the drainage volume of a hydraulic fracture. The 

model was validated with available analytical solutions for transient and boundary-dominated 

flow for production under constant terminal rate and constant terminal pressure. Moreover, it 

was shown that the anomalous-diffusion model could be easily extended to include more 

complex features, such as a coupled hydraulic fracture. 

Sensitivities ran on the severity of sub- and super-diffusion indicate that recovery is not 

only delayed or accelerated, but that the characteristic signatures observed on pressure and 

production diagnostic plots are affected. Most importantly, transient flow straight-line slopes on 

log-log plots of pressure drop or rate vs. time are direct indicators of the degree of flux 

hindrance or facilitation in the system. It should, therefore, be possible to determine the sub- or 

super-diffusive state of the flow from actual production data, which is discussed in the next 

chapter.    
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CHAPTER 5 

PRODUCTION DATA ANALYSIS IN UNCONVENTIONAL WELLS BASED ON 

ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION 

For the anomalous-diffusion model to be applied to actual field data, the sub- and super-

diffusion exponents �  and � , as well as the phenomenological coefficient ��,�  need to be 

determined. Once known, they can be used in a reservoir model to analyze and forecast well 

performance.  

This chapter is divided into three parts. First, a novel production-data-analysis procedure 

is introduced based on the insights gained from the single-phase flow model for production at 

constant terminal pressure. Second, the numerical, anomalous-diffusion model is modified to 

account for compressible flow, so that it can be applied to gas wells. Finally the numerical gas-

flow model is applied to two Barnett shale-gas wells, one displaying characteristic features of 

sub-diffusion, the other displaying characteristics of super-diffusion. 

5.1 Production-Data-Analysis Procedure 

To make use of the anomalous-diffusion model presented in Chapter 4, the parameters �, �, and ��,�  need to be determined. This can be done from actual production data under 

following assumptions:  

•  Hydraulic fractures are identical, equally spaced, and parallel to each other.  

•  Flow choking skin at the fracture and horizontal well intersection is negligible. 

•  Effects of fracturing and cleanup operations are negligible. 

•  Reservoir is initially in equilibrium at an initial pressure L�. 
•  All hydraulic fractures are produced at the same constant pressure Ln. 

•  No-flow boundary at the mid-distance between two fractures. 

•  The SRV extends one fracture half-spacing beyond the first and last fractures. 

•  Main flow direction is perpendicular to the hydraulic fractures.  

In addition, two optional simplifying assumptions are made for the field application part of this 

chapter: 

•  Hydraulic fractures have infinite conductivity. 

•  Flow is restricted to the SRV; hence, contributions from the outer matrix 

(unstimulated reservoir region) are neglected. 
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Based on these considerations, the following four-step production-data-analysis 

procedure for a slightly compressible fluid is proposed: 

Step 1: Identify straight-line slope from log-log plot of rate vs. time  

If the investigated well is produced at relatively constant bottom-hole pressure, a 

transient linear flow period will establish within the SRV once the effects of hydraulic-fracture 

cleanup and/or the early-time influence of finite-conductivity fractures have ended. If a straight-

line relationship between flow rate and time can be observed on a log-log plot, in particular with 

a slope differing from the conventional ½ slope, then this might be indicative of flow under 

anomalous diffusion. According to the analytical solution for transient linear flow (Eqs. 4.37 

through 4.39), under anomalous diffusion, straight-line slopes between 0 < ½ < 1 are to be 

expected: 

     log3qv�t 6 = log�b − mlog�t 	,                         (5.1)      

where 

     0 < m = 1 − ./�� < 1															for		0 < α, β < 1	.   (5.2) 

In case the bottom-hole pressure is not constant, it should be possible to apply rate 

normalization by pressure and material-balance time as suggested by Palacio and Blasingame 

(1993). Nevertheless, it’s applicability to anomalous diffusion has not been studied yet. 

Step 2: Identify sub- or super-diffusive state of the flow from straight-line slope 

and solve for the fractional derivative orders Ù and µ 

Assuming that the overall flow in the system is either purely sub- or super-diffusive, the 

fractional derivative orders � and � can easily be determined from the identified log-log straight-

line slope, ½:  

•  Slopes 0.5 < ½ < 1 represent sub-diffusion and, as a consequence, � = 1. The sub-

diffusion exponent � is calculated from: 

            0.5 < m = 1 − .� < 1		 ⟹ α = 2 × �1 − m    (5.3) 

•  Slopes 0 < ½ < 0.5 represent super-diffusion and, as a consequence, � = 1. The 

super-diffusion exponent � is calculated from: 
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            0 < m = 1 − �/�� < 0.5		 ⟹ β = ��>¹ − 1   (5.4) 

Step 3: Solve for the constant phenomenological coefficient �Ù,µ  using the 

numerical or analytical model 

The phenomenological coefficient, ��,�, can be obtained from the extrapolation of the 

log-log plot straight line to time & = 1 day, provided that some basic information about operating 

conditions, system porosity, fluid properties, and hydraulic fracture height and length are 

available. In this case, the intercept (b) of the extrapolated straight line with the vertical axis at 1 

day is given by Eq. 4.44 as 

 b = qv�t = 1	day = ��Õ:G 0-�]H
I�>Is�Ø�.�\t	G Ñ\ÄÅD.DDÖY�×H�> ]-�] Lvhk.,/ ]-�]	,   (5.5) 

and can easily be solved for ��,� . Alternatively, ��,�  can be determined with the numerical 

model by history-matching the production data used for the straight-line determination. 

Step 4: Forecast production using Ù,µ	and ��,�  in the numerical or analytical 

model 

Once the parameters � , �  and ��,�  have been determined, they can be used in the 

numerical or analytical reservoir model. Based on the assumptions made, the model can rapidly 

be run on one-fourth the hydraulic-fracture drainage volume assuming no-flow boundaries 

between fractures. To obtain well flow-rates and forecasts, the computed rates are multiplied by 

the total number of drainage volumes.  

The analytical model is currently limited to sub-diffusion because no-flow boundaries 

cannot be treated using superposition techniques when space-fractional derivatives are 

involved. Hence, analytical models cannot be used to study super-diffusive systems (� < 1) 

under the influence of the system boundary. Moreover, in general, the numerical approach 

allows for more flexibility in handling changing operating conditions. 

For the analysis of gas wells, the same procedure could be applied in terms of pseudo 

pressure if its use is warranted. However, because the modified flux law includes fractional 

derivatives of pressure with respect to space and time, the linearization of the gas diffusion 

equation requires a new definition of pseudo pressure. This problem has not yet been 

addressed in the literature and is beyond the scope of the research presented in this 
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dissertation. Instead, the numerical, single-phase, slightly compressible flow model presented in 

Chapter 4 is converted to gas flow and introduced in the following section. 

5.2 Gas-Flow Model 

In case of non-linear gas flow, the fluid properties can no longer be treated as constants. 

As a consequence, the IBVP for linear flow under constant-terminal-pressure production 

becomes: 

��� i[0,-\t �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk = ��I GÑtH �I��,� ��   for	0 < x < L,			t > 0	, (5.6)  

p�x, 0 = pp   for	0 ≤ x ≤ L	,  (5.7) 

u�L, t = − [0,-\ �]^0��]^0 G�-I�F,� ��- H = 0  for	t ≥ 0	,  (5.8) 

p�0, t = pv   for	t > 0	.  (5.9) 

The non-linearity of Eq. 5.6 is taken into account by using an implicit, simple iterative scheme, 

which allows for only minor modifications to be made to the slightly compressible flow model. An 

iteration loop is introduced within the time loop, and iterations within each time step proceed 

until a specified convergence criterion has been fulfilled. To solve for pressures at iteration level � + 1, the coefficients are taken at iteration level �, while the fractional derivatives in the flux 

terms are taken at iteration level � + 1. Using the uniform spatial and temporal discretization 

presented in Section 4.2, treating ��,� as constant, and multiplying equation Eq. 5.6 by the grid-

block volume, ¾ = ∆�mnℎ, the general finite-difference scheme to be solved for each grid block 

becomes 

Lvhk.,/ G �\tHp�]�
���,	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp�]�

���,	�� − Lvhk.,/ G �\tHp>]�
���,	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp>]�

���,	��
  

= V� ��I GÑtH�p
���,	 j���],
�]>j��∆� 	.    (5.10)  

and the convergence criterion to be fulfilled at each time step is defined as 

max��p�»�� �j���],
�]>j���],
j���],
 � ≤ ϵ	,    (5.11) 
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where � is the user specified convergence tolerance. The time- and space-fractional derivatives 

in Eq. 5.10 are approximated in the same way as for the slightly compressible flow model (Eqs. 

4.12, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.23), but with the superscript � + 1 being replaced by � + 1, � + 1. The 

resulting iteration matrix (for yzM{ = 6) for the constant-terminal-pressure solution is shown in 

Fig. 5.1. 

Fluid properties at the grid-block interfaces are determined using single-point upstream 

weighting based on fractional potentials. At the interface ����/�, this results in 

�1 μB⁄  p�]�
���,	 =

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ�1 μB⁄  p�����,									for	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp�]�

���,	 > 0		
�1 μB⁄  p���,									for	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hkp�]�

���,	 < 0			.  (5.12) 

Finally, to compute the pressure-dependent fluid properties, conventional Pressure-

Volume-Temperature (PVT) correlations are used. Since only gas specific gravities and 

formation temperature are available in the public records used for the field application part of 

this work, following correlations are implemented: 

•  Sutton (1985) for calculation of pseudocritical properties from gas specific gravity, 

neglecting presence of N2, CO2 and H2S. 

•  Dranchuk and Abou-Kassem (1975) for calculation of compressibility factor (z-factor) 

from pseudoreduced properties, neglecting presence of N2, CO2 and H2S. 

•  Lee et al (1966) for calculation of gas viscosity, μ,  from pressure, temperature, z-

factor and specific gravity. 

•  Formation volume factor, w, calculated from real gas equation. 

5.1.1 Verification of Numerical Model 

The numerical gas-flow model presented in the previous section is verified with 

Schlumberger’s commercial simulator ECLIPSE 100 (Version 2014.2) for the normal diffusion 

case, and with the slightly compressible flow model to validate the transient slopes obtained for 

different severities of sub- and super-diffusion. In both cases, the rock properties were treated 

as constants. The synthetic data used for comparison with ECLIPSE is presented in Table 5.1. 

A fracture half-length of 5 ft was used so that the well assigned to the first grid block in 

ECLIPSE acts like a flux boundary. As shown by the overlaying lines in Fig. 5.2, both models 

are in good agreement. 
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Figure 5.1 Iteration matrix for compressible flow under constant-terminal-pressure production. 
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As a further verification, sensitivities are run on pure sub- and super-diffusion cases 

using the data presented in Table 5.2 and shown in Fig. 5.3. The expected transient straight-line 

slopes from the analytical solution for slightly compressible flow are given by Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4. 

Comparison of the two models in Table 5.3 shows that gas model slopes are in agreement with 

the expected analytical slopes, thus, concluding the numerical gas-flow model verification. 

In the next section the gas model is applied to two Barnett shale-gas wells following the 

production data analysis procedure outlined in Section 5.1.  

Table 5.1 Reservoir and fluid data for model verification with ECLIPSE 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 5 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 250 

Permeability, �,	md 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Gas specific gravity, �, fraction 0.7 

Formation temperature,Ë, °R 200 

Initial pressure, L�, psi 5,000 

Constant pressure, Ln, psi 600 
 

Table 5.2 Reservoir and fluid data for transient slope verification of the anomalous-diffusion gas-
flow model 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 250 

Phenomenological coefficient, ��,�,	md. d�>.. ft/>� 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Gas specific gravity, �, fraction 0.7 

Formation temperature,Ë, °R 200 

Initial pressure, L�, psi 5,000 

Constant pressure, Ln, psi 3,000 
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Figure 5.2 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of the anomalous-diffusion gas-flow model 
(AD) with ECLIPSE under normal diffusion (	� = � = 1), (mesh size: ∆t = 1 day, ∆x = 1.25 ft). 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Anomalous-diffusion gas-flow model rate declines under 
pure sub-diffusion (� < 1, � = 1), and pure super-diffusion (� = 1, � < 1), (mesh size: ∆t = 0.01 

days, ∆x = 1.25 ft).  
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Table 5.3 Verification of gas model transient straight-line slopes with analytical transient slopes 
for slightly compressible flow model 

α,  β Analytical Numerical 
α=1, β=0.01 0.01 0.01 
α=1, β=0.2 0.17 0.18 
α=1, β=0.4 0.29 0.30 
α=1, β=0.6 0.38 0.38 

α=1, β=0.8 0.44 0.45 

α=1, β=0.9 0.47 0.48 
α=1, β=1 0.50 0.50 

α=0.9, β=1 0.55 0.56 

α=0.8, β=1 0.60 0.60 

α=0.6, β=1 0.70 0.71 
α=0.4, β=1 0.80 0.81 
α=0.2, β=1 0.90 0.91 

α=0.01, β=1 1.00 1.00 

 

5.3 Application to Barnett Shale-Gas Wells 

The production-data-analysis procedure introduced in Section 5.1 is applied to two 

Barnett shale-gas wells. One of the wells displays characteristics of super-diffusion and the 

other characteristics of sub-diffusion. For both wells, performance analysis and forecasting are 

based on publicly available data. Actual monthly well production volumes were pulled from IHS 

databases, while basic well completion and fluid data were obtained from the Texas Railroad 

Commission website. To qualitatively assess the production forecasts generated by the 

anomalous-diffusion model, the results are compared with commonly used empirical models, 

including Duong (2010), Power-Law exponential decline (Ilk et al. 2008) and the Modified 

Hyperbolic Decline discussed in Lee and Sidle (2010). For the latter two, the Rate-Time EXCEL 

spreadsheet available at http://www.pe.tamu.edu/blasingame/data/z_Rate_Time_Spreadsheet/   

was used.  

5.4.1 Well 1: Example of Super-Diffusion 

Well 1 (API 42-497-36312) is a horizontal well with 4 hydraulic fractures, and has been 

producing since June 2008. As of February 2016, 91 months of production data were available. 

The model parameters �, � and ��,� were determined using the first 27 months of production 

data, combined with the publicly available completion, reservoir, and fluid data. In addition, 

assumptions were made about the hydraulic-fracture size and the initial and operating 
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conditions, and are presented in Table 5.4. The porosity of 5% is the average matrix porosity 

typically attributed to the Barnett shale. The monthly volumes were converted to daily average 

rates using calendar days and allocated to the middle of the month. The production data for 

Well 1 is shown in Fig. 5.4, and the matching/forecasting procedure is presented in Figs. 5.5 

through 5.7.   

The slope of the straight line fitted through the late-time portion of the log-log plot of rate 

vs. time is ½ = 0.302 (Fig. 5.5). Based on Eq. 5.4, this slope indicates that the system is under 

super-diffusion and � = 1 and � = 0.433. The phenomenological coefficient,	��,�, is obtained by 

history matching the production data used for the straight-line analysis (Fig. 5.6). Using the data 

in Table 5.4 and the estimates of � and � from the analysis, the phenomenological coefficient is 

estimated as ��,� = 5E-5 md. ft>D.�Ö�. Although the unit of ��,� is different from the unit of Darcy 

permeability, the magnitude of 5E-5 is in the order of what one would expect of a very tight 

matrix rock (in the order of several tens of nanodarcy). This is consistent with the expectation 

that super-diffusion results from a very tight matrix dominating the system, and intercepted by 

some well-connected flow paths facilitating/accelerating the diffusion process. 

Table 5.4 Completion, reservoir, and fluid data for Well 1 

WELL PROPERTIES  

Well depth, ft 7,700 

Horizontal well length, ft 2,800 

Number of hydraulic fractures  4 

Average fracture spacing, ft 800 

RESERVOIR PROPERTIES  

Temperature, °F 200 

Porosity, g,fraction 0.05 

Pressure gradient, psi.ft-1 0.52 

FLUID PROPERTIES  

Gas specific gravity, �, fraction 0.7 

ASSUMED PROPERTIES  

Initial pressure, L�, psi 4,004 

Bottom-hole flowing pressure,	Lçè, psi 800 

Hydraulic fracture half-length, mn, ft 250 

Hydraulic fracture height,	ℎ, ft 200 
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Figure 5.4 Plot of average rate vs. time for Well 1. The first 27 months of production are used for 
model calibration. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Analysis steps 1 & 2: Identify straight-line 
slope and determine parameters � and �. 
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Figure 5.6 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Analysis step 3: Determine ��,� by history 
matching production data used for straight-line analysis (mesh size: ∆t = 2 day, ∆x = 0.5 ft). 

With the parameters �, �, and ��,� , estimated from the production data analysis, an 

anomalous-diffusion model can be built for the studied well. The model forecast in Fig 5.7 

indicates that transition to boundary-dominated flow (BDF) occurs around 1,000 days and the 

economic limit of 10 MSCF/d is reached after 68.5 years (or 25,000 days).  

In Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 the production forecast generated by the anomalous-diffusion model 

is compared with the actual well production between months 28 and 91. Rate and time scales 

have been adjusted for a better resolution, and the comparison is provided in log-log and linear 

scale, respectively. The forecast shows satisfactory agreement up to May 2013 (i.e. 1,810 days, 

or months 28 through 59). The disparity between the data and the forecast after May 2013 is 

due likely to the changes of the operating conditions or workover. 

Finally, the anomalous-diffusion-model forecast is compared with commonly used 

empirical models, which also only used the first 27 months of production data for matching 

purposes. The percentage decline limit for the Modified Hyperbolic Decline model was set to 5% 

and the switch from hyperbolic to exponential decline occurred after 2,479 days. For the Power-

Law Exponential decline model, the log-log plot of the D-parameter vs. time showed straight-line 

behavior with no indication of stabilization at later times; hence a decline rate at infinity (or late 

time) was not specified. For the Duong model, the q vs. t(a,m) plot gave an intersect of l�Xn = 
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60.4 MSCF/d, which was used in the model forecast. Setting l�Xn = 0 made the matching of the 

first 27 months of data impossible. The forecast comparisons are presented in Fig. 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.7 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Analysis step 4: Production forecast until 
economic rate limit of 10 MSCF/d is reached (mesh size: ∆t = 20 day, ∆x = 0.5 ft). 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Comparison between anomalous-diffusion-
model forecast and actual future production. 
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Figure 5.9 Plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Comparison between anomalous-diffusion-model 
forecast and actual future production. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 1. Comparison of production forecasts between 
anomalous-diffusion model and empirical models. 
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5.4.2 Well 2: Example of Sub-Diffusion 

Well 2 (API 42-439-33141) is a horizontal well with 3 hydraulic fractures. It has been on 

production since June 2008 except for a 3-month shut-in period between September 2014 and 

January 2015. The model parameters �, � and ��,� were determined using the first 23 months 

of production, combined with publicly available completion, reservoir and fluid data. Again, 

assumptions were made about the hydraulic-fracture size and operating conditions, and the 

data used in this example are presented in Table 5.5. Monthly production volumes were 

converted to mid-month average and are shown in Fig 5.11. The matching and forecasting 

procedure is presented in Figs. 5.12 through 5.14.   

In case of Well 2, the production data between months 3 and 23 do not seem to display 

a single straight-line behavior as in the previous example. Moreover, the lack of pressure data 

and higher frequency rates makes it difficult to analyze the early-time performance of the well. 

Nevertheless, a straight line has been fitted through the last 20 month (Fig. 5.12), and the slope ½ = 0.655 indicates that the system is under sub-diffusion. Hence � = 1 and Eq. 5.3 yields � =0.69. 

Table 5.5 Completion, reservoir, and fluid data for Well 2 

WELL PROPERTIES  

Well depth, ft 6,900 

Horizontal well length, ft 4,040 

Number of hydraulic fractures  3 

Average fracture spacing, ft 1,400 

RESERVOIR PROPERTIES  

Temperature, °F 279 

Porosity, g,fraction 0.05 

Pressure gradient, psi.ft-1 0.52 

FLUID PROPERTIES  

Gas specific gravity, �, fraction 0.594 

ASSUMED PROPERTIES  

Initial pressure, L�, psi 3,588 

Bottom-hole flowing pressure,	Lçè, psi 700 

Hydraulic fracture half-length, mn, ft 200 

Hydraulic fracture height,	ℎ, ft 200 
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Figure 5.11 Plot of average rate vs. time for Well 2. The first 23 months of production are used 
for the model calibration. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for well 2. Analysis steps 1 & 2: Identify straight-line 
slope and determine parameters � and �. 
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Using the data in Table 5.5 and the estimates of � and � to history match the production 

data used for the straight-line analysis (Fig 5.13), the estimate for the phenomenological 

coefficient is ��,� = 7E-2 md. dD.Y�. This estimate is three orders of magnitude higher than that 

for Well 1 (7E-2 vs. 5E-5). This is consistent with the interpretation that sub-diffusion results 

from a fracture-dominated flow being slowed down by discontinuities in the fracture network and 

other obstacles. This is in direct contrast with Well 1, where the flow seems to be matrix 

dominated, yet facilitated by fracture encounters. 

 

Figure 5.13 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for well 2. Analysis step 3: Determine ��,� by history 
matching production data used for straight-line analysis (mesh size: ∆t = 4 day, ∆x = 1 ft). 

With the parameters � , � , and ��,�  determined from the production data analysis, a 

model forecast is generated and shown in Fig 5.14. The model indicates that transition to 

boundary-dominated flow occurs around 50 days and the economic limit of 10 MSCF/d is 

reached after a little less than 20,000 days (or 55 years).  

The forecast generated by the anomalous-diffusion model is compared with the actual 

well production between months 24 and 91 and the results are presented in log-log and linear 

scale, in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16, respectively. Although the forecast is constantly below the actual 

production data, the observed trend between 700 and 2,300 days (almost 4.5 years of 

production) is clearly the same. Without further information, it is difficult to judge as to what 

triggered the sudden upwards shift in production rates at 700 days.   
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Figure 5.14 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 2. Analysis step 4: Production forecast until 
economic rate limit of 10 MSCF/d is reached (mesh size: ∆t = 4 day, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 2. Comparison between anomalous-diffusion-
model forecast and actual future production. 
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Figure 5.16 Plot of rate vs. time for Well 2. Comparison between anomalous-diffusion-model 
forecast and actual future production. 

Finally, the anomalous-diffusion-model forecast is compared with the conventional 

empirical models. For matching purposes, only the first 23 months of production data were used 

and the results are presented in Fig. 5.17. The percentage decline limit for the Modified 

Hyperbolic Decline model was again set to 5% and the switch from hyperbolic to exponential 

decline occurred at 5,174 days. The log-log plot of D-parameter vs. time showed a straight-line 

behavior with no indication of stabilization at later times; hence a Decline rate at infinity was not 

specified. For the Duong model, the q vs. t(a,m) plot gave the intersect of l�Xn = 31.7 MSCF/d, 

which is used in the model forecast and leads to unrealistic rates at late times (&	 >10,000 days) 

. As an alternative, the same Duong model with  l�Xn = 0 is also shown, which, for Well 2, gives 

the closest agreement with the anomalous-diffusion model. 

5.4 Summary 

A novel approach for production data analysis in unconventional wells based on 

anomalous diffusion was introduced. Assuming that a well is produced at relatively constant 

bottom-hole pressure, it is proposed that the sub- or super-diffusive state of flow in the SRV can 

be deduced from the straight-line slope on a log-log plot of rate vs. time. In this case, the 

anomalous-diffusion parameters �, � and ��,� can conveniently be determined from straight-line 

analysis, and used in a rigorous flow model to forecast well performance. The practical 
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advantage of the anomalous-diffusion model consists in the nonnecessity of a detailed 

description (i) of the intrinsic matrix/fracture properties and their spatial distribution, and (ii) of 

the scale-dependent flow mechanisms. 

To demonstrate its applicability to actual wells, a numerical gas-flow model was 

developed and applied to two Barnett shale gas wells and compared with commonly used 

empirical decline models. The anomalous-diffusion model shows potential in capturing the 

production characteristics of both wells, even though simplifying assumptions were made and 

only limited production and completion data were available. Most importantly, the model gives 

insights as to the matrix or fracture dominance of the flow in the system. Finally, the anomalous-

diffusion model can be extended to include finite-conductivity fractures and changing operating 

conditions. 

 

Figure 5.17 Log-log plot of rate vs. time for Well 2. Comparison of production forecasts between 
anomalous-diffusion model and empirical models. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MULTI-PHASE FLOW MODEL 

Modeling multi-phase flow in unconventional reservoirs, such as tight-oil and shale-gas 

wells, poses many difficulties. These are related to the strong scale dependencies of fluid 

properties and their effective upscaling for flow modeling. In conventional reservoirs, phase 

behavior can accurately be described as a function of temperature and pressure, and bulk fluid 

properties can be estimated from PVT cell experiments. In nanoporous formations, however, 

phase behavior is also highly dependent on pore sizes and rock-fluid interactions (Parsa et al. 

2015). As pore sizes approach the order of 10 nanometers, capillary forces and thus capillary 

pressures become significant, resulting in non-negligible deviations from measured fluid 

properties in ordinary PVT cells (Teklu et al. 2014). As pore sizes further decrease towards the 

single-digit nanometer range and approach the size of fluid molecules, it becomes impossible to 

define bulk (or volume averaged) properties, making conventional equations of state 

inapplicable. Moreover, the effects of fluid confinement on phase behavior, such as bubble-point 

or dew-point suppression need to be considered (Firincioglu et al. 2012 and 2013). An important 

consequence of the presence of multiscale pores and the scale dependence of phase behavior 

is the potential discontinuity in fluid phases across the heteregoneous formation.  

Taking into account the aforementioned effects on multi-phase flow in unconventionals is 

far beyond the scope of this work. Instead, a simple extension of the anomalous-diffusion model 

to multi-phase flow is presented, and should be considered as a proof of concept only.  

This chapter is divided into two parts. First, the linear-flow model for the constant-

terminal-pressure-production case is extended to two-phase, immiscible, oil-water flow, and an 

Implicit Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) scheme is derived and validated. Second, 

sensitivities on pure sub- and super-diffusion are presented and their effect on phase flow-rates, 

pressure distributions, and saturation changes is discussed. 

6.1 Oil-Water Flow Model 

The model considers linear, two-phase flow of slightly compressible fluids, oil and water, 

in one-fourth the drainage area of a vertical hydraulic fracture. The system is initially in 

equilibrium with uniform phase pressure distributions, and a no-flow outer boundary. At the flux 

boundary (i.e. the hydraulic-fracture face), the pressure is specified and held constant. In 

addition, following assumptions were made: 
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•  Fluids are immiscible. 

•  Gravity effects are neglected. 

•  Capillary pressure and relative permeabilities are defined in the conventional sense. 

•  Same values of anomalous-diffusion parameters � and � used for oil and water flux.  

•  The phenomenological coefficient ��,� is constant. 

•  No capillary pressure at the fracture face. 

Based on these considerations, an IMPES scheme is derived for oil-water flow under 

anomalous diffusion.  

6.1.1 IMPES Formulation 

In order to model anomalous diffusion in the two-phase, oil-water problem, the 

conventional Darcy phase fluxes are modified to include space- and time-fractional derivatives 

of pressure, and coupled with the classic phase mass conservations. For the oil phase, the flux 

describing linear flow is defined as 

u� = −k.,/ [��\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H	,	 	 	 	 (6.1)		
where _� , ���  and L�	 are the oil phase viscosity, relative permeability, and pressure, 

respectively. The mass conservation, assuming slightly compressible fluid, is given by 

− ��� Gd�t�H = Ñt� i�S�cv + S�c� �I��� + �ë��� k	,   (6.2) 

with ��, w�, h� defined as the oil phase saturation, formation volume factor, and compressibility, 

and hn stands for the formation compressibility.  

The water-phase flux and mass conservation are defined in a similar manner and given 

by  

uï = −k.,/ [��\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H     (6.3)  

and 

− ��� Gd�t�H = Ñt� i�Sïcv + Sïcï �I��� + �ë��� k	,   (6.4) 

where the subscript ð stands for water.  
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The oil- and water-phase pressures and saturations are related by the capillary 

pressure,  

pÄ = p� − pï	,     (6.5) 

and by the saturation constraint, 

Sï + S� = 1	.     (6.6) 

Substituting the phase fluxes in Eqs. 6.1 and 6.3 into their respective mass conservation 

equations in Eqs. 6.2 and 6.4, respectively, and making use of relationships in Eqs 6.5 and 6.6, 

the global pressure equation for the IMPES scheme is obtained with respect to the oil-phase 

pressure L�. (The complete derivation of the global pressure equation is presented in Appendix 

B.1.) This equation assumes that capillary pressure changes with respect to time (i.e. within a 

simulation time step) are negligible compared to the changes in phase pressures. 

Consequently, the IBVP for linear (1D) oil-water flow under constant-terminal-pressure 

production can be defined as follows: 

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+B� ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- H�																							
+Bï ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 ��-JI���,� >Ià�ë���,� K��- ��ÆÀÇ

ÀÈ = ϕ�cv + S��x, t c� + Sï�x, t cï �I���,� ��   

for	0 < x < L	, t > 0	, (6.7) 

p��x, 0 = p�,p   for	0 ≤ x ≤ L	,  (6.8) 

S��x, 0 = S�,p   for	0 ≤ x ≤ L	,  (6.9) 

p��0, t = pï�0, t = pv  for	t > 0	,  (6.10) 

u��L, t = − [0,-[��\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I��F,� ��- H = 0  for	t ≥ 0	,  (6.11) 

uï�L, t = − [0,-[��\� �]^0��]^0 ��-JI��F,� >Ià�ë��F,� K��- � = 0 for	t ≥ 0	,   (6.12) 

Sï�x, t = 1 − S��x, t    for	0 ≤ x ≤, t ≥ 0	, (6.13) 

pï�x, t = p��x, t − pÄJSï�x, t K  for	0 < x ≤ L, t ≥ 0	, (6.14) 
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In the IMPES scheme, the global pressure equation in Eq. 6.7 is linearized by taking the 

coefficients, capillary pressure, and saturations at time step &X. The oil-phase pressures at time 

step &X�� are solved implicitly. Because the fractional derivative is a linear operator, the space-

time fractional derivative of capillary pressure in the water-flux term can be moved to the right-

hand side of the equation. Using the uniform spatial and temporal discretization presented in the 

previous chapters, and multiplying both sides of Eq. 6.7 by the grid-block volume, ¾ = ∆�mnℎ, 

the general finite-difference scheme to be solved for each grid block becomes  

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�
���				

−Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp>]�

���				ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ − Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p���  

= −V3ϕc�6p�P�p� +
¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp�]�
�

−Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp>]�

� ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ	, (6.15) 

where the total compressibility hO is defined as 

c�p� = cv + S�p�c� + Sïp�cï	.    (6.16) 

The derivation of Eq. 6.15, including expansion of the fractional-derivative terms, is provided in 

Appendix B.2. The resulting iteration matrix for a six-grid-block system (yzM{ = 6 ) for the 

constant-terminal-pressure solution is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

Fluid properties at the grid-block interfaces are determined using single-point upstream 

weighting based on fractional potentials. For the oil phase, at the interface ����/�, this results in 

G [��\�t�Hp�]�
� =

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂG [��\�t�Hp��

� 							for	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�
� > 0

G [��\�t�Hp
� 									for	 i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�

� < 0 	.  (6.17) 

Once the oil-phase pressures at the new time step &X�� have been solved for, the oil 

saturations are determined explicitly using  
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Figure 6.1 Iteration matrix for oil-water flow and constant-terminal-pressure production.
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S�p��� = S�p�R1 − �cv + c� JP�p��� − P�p�KT + ∆�∆� Gt�Ñ Hp
�
!
"#+k.,/ G [��\�t�Hp�]�

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�
���

−k.,/ G [��\�t�Hp>]�
� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp>]�

���
$
%&	.  

 (6.18) 

Finally, the oil- and water-phase flow-rates at the flux boundary can be computed at time 

step &X�� based on the fractional potentials. For the oil phase, rate is calculated as 

q��>]�
��� = −Lvhk.,/ G [��\�t�H�>]�

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hk�>]�
���	,   (6.19) 

and, for the water phase, the rate is computed by 

qï�>]�
��� = −Lvhk.,/ G [��\�t�H�>]�

� ùi �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hk�>]�
��� − ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �û�>]�

� ý	. (6.20) 

The fractional derivative approximations for Eqs. 6.19 and 6.20 are provided in Appendix B.2. 

6.1.2 Verification of Numerical Model 

The numerical, two-phase flow model presented in the previous section is verified with 

Schlumberger’s commercial simulator ECLIPSE 100 (Version 2014.2) for normal diffusion (� =� = 1 ), and with the single-phase, slightly compressible flow model for different cases of 

anomalous diffusion. As for the slightly compressible flow model in Chapter 4, the rock and fluid 

properties ��,� , g, _�, _' , w�, and w' are treated as constants. 

The synthetic data used for comparison with ECLIPSE is presented in Table 6.1 and 6.2. 

The relative permeability and capillary pressure data are taken from an ECLIPSE demo dataset 

provided with the software. In the anomalous-diffusion model, the flux boundary is replaced by a 

well in the first grid-block (one-foot diameter and no skin) for direct comparison with the well 

model in ECLIPSE. Fig. 6.2 shows very good agreement between the models, indicated by the 

overlying markers and lines for both oil- and water-phase flow-rates. 

To validate the multi-phase flow model in case of anomalous diffusion, the produced 

liquid rates (l( = l� + l') should match the rates of the single-phase flow model when (i) oil and 

water properties are set the same, (ii) the sum of the mobilities equals one (��' _'⁄ + ��� _�⁄ =1), and (iii) capillary pressure is ignored.  
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Table 6.1 Reservoir and fluid data for multi-phase flow model verification with ECLIPSE 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 250 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 100 

Permeability, �, md 0.5 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Initial oil pressure, L��, psi 5,000 

Initial water saturation, �'� 0.4 

Bottom-hole flowing pressure, Lçè, psi 3,000 

Oil Properties  

Oil compressibility, h�, psi-1 4E-5 

Oil viscosity,	_�, cp 0.3 

Oil formation volume factor, w�, bbl/stb 1 

Water Properties  

Water compressibility, h', psi-1 3E-6 

Water viscosity,	_', cp 0.5 

Water formation volume factor, w', bbl/stb 1 
  

Table 6.2 Relative permeabilities and capillary pressure data 

)*+ ,-* ,-. /0 (psi) 

0.1510 0.0000 1.0000 400.00 

0.2033 0.0001 0.9788 20.40 

0.3500 0.0002 0.8302 11.65 

0.4000 0.0695 0.4714 3.60 

0.4613 0.1049 0.3049 2.78 

0.5172 0.1430 0.2511 1.93 

0.5731 0.1865 0.1346 1.07 

0.6010 0.2103 0.1161 0.83 

0.6569 0.2619 0.0059 0.66 

0.7128 0.3186 0.0015 0.38 

0.8111 0.4309 0.0000 0.16 

0.8815 0.4900 0.0000 0.00 
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Figure 6.2 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of the multi-phase, anomalous-diffusion 
model (AD) with ECLIPSE under normal diffusion (	� = � = 1), (mesh size: ∆t = 0.5 day, ∆x = 1 

ft). 

As for all the previous examples in this work, the bias factor V in the two-sided space-

fractional derivative is set to zero (V = 0). Sensitivities on pure sub- and super-diffusion cases 

were run using the data presented in Table 6.3 and results are shown in Fig. 6.3. The computed 

liquid rates from the multi-phase flow model are identical to the rates from the single-phase 

model for all cases, thus concluding the model verification. 

In the next section, the effects of sub- and super-diffusion on linear, two-phase, oil-water 

flow is examined. 

6.2 Effects of Anomalous Diffusion on Two-Phase, Oil-Water Flow 

Effects of anomalous diffusion on immiscible, two-phase, oil-water flow are studied using 

the reservoir and fluid data presented in Table 6.4 and the relative permeability and capillary 

pressure data in Table 6.2. The oil phase has larger compressibility (9E-5 vs. 3E-6 psi-1), as well 

as larger mobility than the water phase at initial water saturation of 0.4. 
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Table 6.3 Reservoir and fluid data for multi-phase flow model verification under anomalous 
diffusion 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 150 

Phenomenological coefficient, ��,�,	md. d�>.. ft/>� 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Initial pressure, L�, psi 5,000 

Constant pressure, Ln, psi 600 

Single-Phase Model Properties  

Total compressibility, hO, psi-1 4E-5 

Viscosity, _, cp 0.3 

Formation Volume Factor, w, bbl/stb 1 

Multi-Phase Model Properties  

Formation compressibility, hn, psi-1 0 

Fluid compressibilities, h� = h', psi-1 4E-5 

Viscosities,	_� = _', cp 0.3 

Formation volume factors, w� = w', bbl/stb 1 

Oil relative permeability, ��� 0.6 

Water relative permeability, ��' 0.4 
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Figure 6.3 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Verification of the multi-phase flow model (MP) with the 
single-phase flow model (SP) (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 day, ∆x = 1ft). 

Sensitivity on sub-diffusion exponent Ù: The impact of the sub-diffusion exponent � 

(with � = 1) on the oil (solid lines) and water (dashed lines) rates at the fracture face is shown in 

Fig. 6.4. As expected, the slopes of the linear, transient flow periods, for both the water and oil 

rates, increase with decreasing values of �, reflecting the severity of sub-diffusion. In addition, 

transitioning towards boundary-dominated flow occurs earlier for the normal diffusion case and 

is delayed as � decreases, which is also shown by the oil pressure drop at the outer boundary 

in Fig. 6.5. In case of normal diffusion, the simulation run ends after 559.6 days, when the 

water-phase pressure drops below the specified pressure of 600 psi at the fracture face. 

The oil saturation and pressure distributions across the investigated system after 559.6 

days are shown in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. In the outer reservoir, the oil saturation has 

increased for � > 0.5 (compared to its initial value of 0.6), which is due to the expansion of the 

more compressible oil phase as the oil pressure decreases. In case of � = 0.5, the oil pressure 

decrease close to the boundary is very small, translating into negligible saturation changes. In 

the vicinity of the fracture (within 10 ft), the oil saturation has dropped below its initial value. This 

can be explained by the fact that the pressure decreases rapidly close to the fracture and oil is 

the mobile phase. Once the pressure drops to the specified boundary pressure of 600 psi, the 

oil cannot expand anymore, and, due to its higher mobility, more of it is produced. As a result, 
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the water phase will take its place. This is also shown by the oil saturation change in the vicinity 

of the fracture (i.e. the first grid block) in Fig. 6.8. After initially increasing due to oil expansion, 

oil saturation will continuously decrease as the less mobile water is taking its place. This 

decrease is slower for more severe sub-diffusion, and the saturation drops below its initial value 

after the influence of the outer boundary has been felt. 

Table 6.4 Reservoir and fluid data for studying the effects of anomalous diffusion on immiscible, 
oil-water flow 

Formation thickness,	ℎ, ft 150 

Fracture half-length,	mn, ft 250 

Distance to outer boundary,	m, ft 150 

Phenomenological coefficient, ��,�,	md. d�>.. ft/>� 0.05 

Porosity, g, fraction 0.2 

Formation compressibility, hn, psi-1 0 

Initial oil pressure, L��, psi 5,000 

Initial water saturation, �'�, fraction 0.4 

Constant pressure, Ln, psi 600 

Oil Properties  

Compressibility, h�, psi-1 9E-5 

Viscosity, _�, cp 0.3 

Formation volume factor, w', bbl/stb 1 

Water Properties  

Compressibility, h', psi-1 3E-6 

Viscosity, _', cp 1 

Formation volume factor, w', bbl/stb 1 
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Figure 6.4 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Oil and water flow-rates as a function of � with � = 1 
(mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Oil Pressure decline at the outer boundary as a function of � with � = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 6.6 Oil Saturation distribution in investigated system as a function of � with � = 1 after 
559.6 days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Oil Pressure distribution in investigated system as a function of � with � = 1 after 
559.6 days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 6.8 Oil saturation vs. time in the vicinity of the flux boundary as a function of � with � = 1 
(mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

Sensitivity on super-diffusion exponent	µ: The impact of the super-diffusion exponent � (with � = 1) on the production rates at the fracture face for both the oil (solid lines) and water 

(dashed lines) phases is shown in Fig. 6.9. Again, as expected, decreasing values of � will 

translate into gentler straight-line slopes during the transient flow period, as well as earlier 

transitioning into boundary-dominated flow. This is characteristic of super-diffusion and 

corroborated by Fig. 6.10, which shows the evolution of the oil-phase pressure at the outer 

boundary. For all runs, the simulation was terminated when the water flux at the fracture is 

reversed due to water phase pressures in the investigated system dropping below the specified 

fracture pressure of 600 psi. The oil saturation and pressure distributions across the system at 

the end of the � = 0.5 run (& = 84.2 days) are presented in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively, 

and similar observations as for the sub-diffusion case can be made. In case of severe super-

diffusion, the maximum oil saturation has been reached in the outer reservoir, while the oil has 

not fully expanded yet for � > 0.5. The most interesting observation in case of super-diffusion 

appears to be the oil-saturation change in the vicinity of the fracture. As shown in Fig. 6.13, after 

initial oil expansion, the saturation drop is slower for � < 1 at early times, while it is accelerated 

once the saturation drops below its initial value of 0.6. A possible explanation is that in case of 

super-diffusion more of the mobile oil from the outer reservoir will flow towards the fracture, thus 

keeping the oil saturation from dropping rapidly at early times.   
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Figure 6.9 Log-log plot of rate vs. time. Oil and water flow-rates as a function of	� with α = 1 
(mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Oil Pressure decline at the outer boundary as a function of	� with α = 1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 6.11 Oil Saturation distribution in investigated system as a function of	� with α = 1 after 
84.2 days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Oil Pressure distribution in investigated system as a function of	� with α = 1 after 
84.2 days (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 
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Figure 6.13 Oil saturation vs. time in the vicinity of the flux boundary as a function of	� with α =1 (mesh size: ∆t = 0.2 days, ∆x = 1 ft). 

6.3 Summary 

A numerical, two-phase, anomalous-diffusion model has been developed for the linear 

flow of immiscible, slightly compressible fluids in one-fourth the drainage area of a vertical 

fracture. The implemented IMPES model was validated with ECLIPSE for the normal-diffusion 

case and with the single-phase, slightly compressible anomalous-diffusion model for several 

cases of pure sub- and super-diffusion under constant-terminal-pressure production. While 

many simplifying assumptions were made with respect to scale-dependent phase behavior and 

the system’s heterogeneity, the model is intended as a proof of concept for the numerical 

treatment of multi-phase flow under anomalous diffusion. 

Based on the simple scenario of production at constant pressure, it was shown that 

anomalous diffusion will impact the saturation distributions within the system, depending on the 

fluids’ compressibilities and mobilities. Nevertheless, the rigorous study of the effects of 

anomalous diffusion on multi-phase flow, especially with regard to fracturing fluid injection and 

backflow, was not within the scope of this research and needs to be considered in future work. 

With this in mind, the presented model can be used as a starting point. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this research, the effects of anomalous diffusion on linear flow within the stimulated 

reservoir volume of fractured horizontal wells were investigated.  

A numerical approach was chosen to overcome some of the limitations of existing 

analytical models; particularly the current difficulties in handling no-flux boundaries analytically 

when space-fractional derivatives are involved (i.e. under super-diffusion), as well as the 

linearization of the diffusion equation in case of gas flow, which requires a new pseudo pressure 

definition to account for the fractional derivatives in the flux law. To demonstrate its potential for 

well performance analysis in unconventional wells, the numerical, anomalous-diffusion model 

was applied to two Barnett shale-gas wells. In addition, an extension of the model to multi-

phase flow was proposed, which might serve as basis for future investigation. 

Based on the insights gained from this PhD research, this final chapter presents 

conclusions and recommendations for future work. 

7.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the research presented in this dissertation: 

1. The numerical, finite-difference, anomalous-diffusion model developed in this work is 

robust and honors the initial and boundary conditions typically encountered in 

petroleum-engineering problems. The model was validated with available analytical 

solutions for linear transient flow under sub- and super-diffusion, and boundary-

dominated flow under sub-diffusion. While no analytical solutions are available for 

boundary-dominated flow under super-diffusion, based on our intuitive expectations, 

the numerical model seems to be able to tackle this scenario. 

2. Anomalous diffusion does not only accelerate or slow down recovery, it also affects 

the production characteristics observed on conventional diagnostic plots, most 

notably on the log-log plot of pressure drop or rate decline vs. time. Based on the 

model-verification work with available analytical solutions, it is apparent that the 

severity of sub- and super-diffusion is reflected in the slope of the straight-line during 

linear transient flow.  

3. The potential of the anomalous-diffusion model was demonstrated during its 

application to actual field data. Although limited reservoir, production and completion 
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data were available and simplifying assumptions were made (in particular the 

assumption of constant bottom-hole pressure), the model was able to match and 

forecast the production history of the Barnett shale-gas wells to a satisfactory 

degree. Most importantly, no detailed description of the stimulated reservoir volume 

was required. Instead all the complexities of the system and associated flow 

mechanisms were captured in three model parameters (�,	� and ��,�), which were 

conveniently determined from the available production data. 

4. Although it is difficult to establish a direct link between the anomalous-diffusion-

model parameters and actual formation properties, some interesting insights were 

gained from the field application: The well exhibiting characteristics of sub-diffusion 

had a phenomenological coefficient, ��,�, three orders of magnitude larger than the 

well exhibiting super-diffusion. If the nanoporous formation is thought of as a 

complex system of randomly distributed matrix blocks and fractures, then, this might 

corroborate the impression that sub-diffusion is to be expected in a fracture 

dominated system (larger ��,�), in which particle flow is obstructed by features such 

as discontinuities in the fracture network or intercepting matrix blocks. Contrarily, in 

case of super-diffusion, the system seems to be dominated by matrix flow, indicated 

by a smaller ��,�, and, hence, facilitation of particle transport might be the result of 

intercepting fractures.  

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The following recommendations are suggested for future work:  

1. The numerical model presented in this research uses a uniform spatial and temporal 

discretization, which was sufficient for the size of models considered in this work. 

Going forward, a flexible mesh must be implemented to ensure higher computational 

efficiency, in particular, with regard to single-phase compressible or multi-phase flow 

problems, as well as model extensions to two or three dimensions. 

2. The production-data-analysis procedure introduced in this work is based on the 

assumption of wells being produced at constant bottom-hole pressure. Investigation 

of the applicability of rate normalization and material balance time to anomalous 

diffusion is essential for production data analysis under variable flowing pressures.  

3. The anomalous-diffusion model should be applied to a much wider array of wells and 

unconventional plays. This should reveal the spatial correlations of the three model 
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parameters (�,	� and ��,�) and would be valuable for two reasons: First, possible 

outliers could be determined quickly (e.g., a well displaying characteristics of super-

diffusion while surrounding wells exhibit sub-diffusion), and possibly reveal less 

effective stimulation treatments. Second, anomalous-diffusion-model parameters 

could rapidly be assigned to potential infill drilling locations by interpolation between 

neighboring wells, and used for the optimization of well- and fracture-spacing design. 

4. The study of multi-phase flow should focus on the impact of anomalous diffusion on 

sequential injection and production at the fracture to model invasion by fracturing 

fluids followed by cleanup. In case of super-diffusion, this might require special 

considerations with regard to the bias set on the two-sided space-fractional 

derivative contributions when the flow direction is reversed.   

5. So far, the analytical treatment of anomalous diffusion has focused on slightly 

compressible flow. For gas wells, a modified pseudo pressure definition needs to be 

examined for proper linearization of the fractional diffusion equation. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 ∆«õ  Grid-block size in y-direction, ft 

∆&   Time-step size, d 

∆�   Grid-block size in x-direction, ft 

w  Formation volume factor, rb/stb 

" Process variable describing a diffusing property (e.g., 

concentration, heat, pressure) 

hO  Total compressibility, psi-1 

hOn   Hydraulic-fracture total compressibility, psi-1 

#  Diffusion coefficient 

#�,�  Anomalous-diffusion coefficient 

ℎ  Reservoir thickness, ft 

yzM{  Number of uniform spatial discretization blocks in x-direction 

ôzM{  Number of uniform spatial discretization blocks in y-direction 

�  Permeability, md 

�n  Hydraulic-fracture permeability, md 

��  Relative permeability 

��,�  Phenomenological coefficient, md.d1-α.ftβ-1  

m  Distance to outer boundary in x-direction, ft 

mn  Hydraulic-fracture half-length, ft 

~  Number of uniform temporal discretization intervals 

L  Pressure, psi 
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Lçè  Bottom-hole pressure, psi 

L2  Capillary pressure, psi 

L�  Initial pressure, psi 

Ln  Hydraulic-fracture pressure, psi 

ln  Hydraulic-fracture flow-rate, stb/d 

l3  Dimensionless rate 

lêñòó Volume-normalized fracture flow-rate contributed by the SRV, d-1 

lñòó  Fracture flow-rate contributed by the SRV, ft3/d 

�  Saturation 

&  Time, days 

&3  Dimensionless time 

�  Distance in x-direction, ft 

æ  Distance in y-direction, ft 

�3  Dimensionless distance in x-direction 

¾  Grid-block volume, ft3 

¾n  Fracture-grid-block volume, ft3 

ðn  Hydraulic-fracture width, ft 

GREEK 

�  Time-fractional derivative order / sub-diffusion exponent 

�  Space-fractional derivative order / super-diffusion exponent 

�    Gas specific gravity 

@  Gamma function 
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+  Scaling factor between mean square displacement and time 

g  Stimulated reservoir volume porosity 

gn  Hydraulic fracture porosity 

_  Viscosity, cp 

4  Pi constant 

V   Bias factor for the two-sided space-fractional derivative 

Subscripts 

|  Grid-block index in x-direction 

÷  Grid-block index in y-direction 

5  Oil phase 

ð  Water phase 

Superscripts 

�  Time step index  

�  Iteration index   
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF THE NUMERICAL ANOMALOUS-DIFFUSION MODEL FOR SINGLE-

PHASE SLIGHTLY COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 

The general diffusion equation describing fluid flow under anomalous diffusion contains 

fractional derivatives in space and time. To obtain a finite-difference scheme for numerical 

modeling purposes, these fractional derivatives need to be approximated. The models 

presented in this research consider uniform temporal and spatial discretization only. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, for linear flow of a slightly compressible fluid, the general equation to be 

solved for each grid block, considering a linearized, implicit scheme, is given by 

1∆x¿ÀÁ
ÀÂÉ�k.,/μ �� 6 ∂�>.∂t�>. �∂/p�x, t ∂x/ �8���Ê

p���
− É�k.,/μ �� 6 ∂�>.∂t�>. �∂/p�x, t ∂x/ �8���Ê

p>��ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ = c�ϕp�	. 

      (A.1) 

This appendix presents the derivations of the numerical fractional derivative 

approximations, as well as considerations for the proper handling of the inner and outer 

boundary conditions for the constant-terminal-rate and the constant-terminal-pressure solutions.  

Appendix A.1: Finite-Difference Approximation of the Time-Fractional Derivative 

The time-fractional derivative in the flux terms at the grid-block interfaces ��∓�/�  are 

defined in the Caputo (1967) sense, which allows for the use of integer-order initial conditions: 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��� = �:�. ; ��� G�-I��,� ��- H �t��� − τ >��>. ���]���D dτ	,   (A.2) 

where 0 < � < 1, 0 ≤ � ≤ ~ − 1, and the subscripts |∓�/� have been omitted. 

Following the approach presented in Murio (2008), the integral in Eq. A.2 is replaced by 

a summation of integrals over uniform time intervals ∆&: 
i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��� = �:�. ∑ ; ��� G�-I��,� ��- H �t��� − τ >��>. [∆��[>� ∆� dτ���[��   (A.3) 

Further, the integer-order time derivative can be approximated by the first-order forward 

difference: 
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i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��� 	≅ �:�. ∑ ; �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� �t��� − τ >��>. [∆��[>� ∆� dτ���[��   (A.4) 

       = �:�. ∑ �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� ; �t��� − τ >��>. [∆��[>� ∆� dτ���[��    (A.5) 

Integration of the integral term leads to: 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��� = �:�. ∑ �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� i− ����]>� 0. k�[>� ∆�

[∆����[��    (A.6) 

								= �:�. �.∑ �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� 3−�t��� − τ .6�[>� ∆�[∆����[�� 		 �A.7)	

								= �:���. ∑ �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� � −J�n + 1 ∆t − k∆tK.+J�n + 1 ∆t − �k − 1 ∆tK.����[�� 		 �A.8)	

								= �:���. ∑ �:-QJ�,Å�K:�- >:-QJ�,Å�^]K:�- �
∆� ú �n − k + 2 .−�n − k + 1 .û���[�� ∆t.		 �A.9)	

								= �:���. �∆�]^0 ∑ G�-I��,�� ��- − �-I��,��^] ��- H ú �n − k + 2 .−�n − k + 1 .û���[�� 		 �A.10) 

Finally, the indices within the summation can be shifted, so that the summation starts 

from time step &X�� backwards, resulting in the following finite-difference approximation for the 

time-fractional derivative in compact form: 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- Hk��� = σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. i�-I��,����^� ��- − �-I��,���]^� ��- k���[�� 	,  (A.11)        

where 

σ.,∆� = �:���. �∆�]^0     (A.12) 

and 

ω��. = 1,						ω[�. = k. − �k − 1 .		,			k > 1	.   (A.13) 
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Appendix A.2: Finite-Difference Approximation of the Space-Fractional Derivative 

The space-fractional derivatives at the grid-block interfaces ��∓�/� are defined, in the 

most general manner, as weighted two-sided Caputo derivatives based on the symmetric 

Caputo derivative presented in Klimek and Lupa (2011):  

�-IJ��∓]/�,���]K��- = ϑ D	D� ��∓]/�/ − �1 − ϑ D��∓]/�� F/		,   (A.14) 

where 0 < � < 1, and 0 ≤ V ≤ 1 is the bias (or weighting) factor allowing to set a bias on 

the importance of right- and left-sided derivative contributions. #	DN {ª∓]/��  and #{ª∓]/�N «� are the left 

and right-sided Caputo derivatives, respectively.  

The spatial domain [0, L] is discretized into a block-centered grid of yzM{ blocks and 

uniform block length ∆{= m/yzM{, with an additional node placed at the flux boundary � = 0 (Fig. 

4.4) 

The left-sided Caputo derivative (from the left boundary � = 0 to the interface at ����/�) 

is defined as 

D	D� ���]/�/ = �:��>/ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ Jxp��/� − ξK>/���]/�D dξ	.   (A.15) 

To approximate the fractional derivative, the approach presented in Zhang et al. (2007) 

is followed, with a slight modification to account for the additional node placed at the flux 

boundary (� = 0). Assuming that the pressure changes linearly between grid-block centers, the 

integral is rewritten as summation of | + 1 integrals of length ∆� over intervals 3�z>�, �z6 where ½ = 1,… , | + 1: 

D	D� ���]/�/ = �:��>/ ∑ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ �Gi + ��H ∆x − ξ�>/��¹>� �]��∆���¹>� >]��∆� dξp��¹��    (A.16) 

The integer-order spatial derivative is approximated by a first-order forward difference in 

the first summation term, and by a second-order central difference in all other terms of the sum: 

D	D� ���]/�/ ≅ �:��>/ ¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+ Jj]��]>js��]K∆� �⁄ ; �Gi + ��H ∆x − ξ�>/]�∆�>]�∆� dξ																											
+∑ Jj���]>j�^]��] K∆� ; �Gi + ��H ∆x − ξ�>/��¹>� �]��∆���¹>� >]��∆�p��¹�� dξÆÀÇ

ÀÈ
 (A.17) 
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Integration of the integral terms yields: 

D	D� ���]/�/ 	= �:��>/ 

¿ÀÀ
ÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
Â+ �Jj]��]>js��]K∆� <− �Gp�]�H∆�>¬�]^-

�>/ =
>]�∆�

]�∆� 																								
+∑ Jj���]>j�^]��] K∆� <− �Gp�]�H∆�>¬�]^-

�>/ =
��¹>� >]��∆�
��¹>� �]��∆�p��¹�� ÆÀÀ

ÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
È

  (A.18) 

= �:��>/ ��>/ 

¿ÀÀ
ÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
Â+ �Jj]��]>js��]K∆� �  

¡− �Gi + ��H ∆x − ��∆x��>/
+�Gi + ��H ∆x + ��∆x��>/	¢££

¤																																			

+∑ Jj���]>j�^]��] K∆� � 
  
¡−�Gi + ��H ∆x − ��m − 1 + ���∆x��>/	
+ �Gi + ��H ∆x − ��m − 1 − ���∆x��>/ ¢£

££
¤p��¹��
ÆÀÀ
ÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
È

 (A.19) 

 = �:��>/ �+ �Jj]��]>js��]K∆� R−i�>/ + �i + 1 �>/T∆x�>/																																									+∑ Jj���]>j�^]��] K∆� R−�i + 1 − m �>/ + �i + 2 − m �>/T∆x�>/p��¹�� � (A.20) 

 = �:��>/ �∆�- >+2JP���� − Pv���KR�i + 1 �>/ − i�>/T																																							+∑ �P¹��� − P¹>���� R�i + 2 − m �>/ − �i + 1 − m �>/Tp��¹�� ? (A.21) 

Finally, the indices in the summation terms are shifted so that the summation starts from 

the derivative approximation at grid-block interface ����/�, resulting in the following compact 

form: 

D	D� ���]/���/ = σ/,∆� ·2ωp���/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º	, (A.22) 

where  

σ/,∆� = �:��>/ �∆�-																						     (A.23) 

and  

	ω��/ = 1,							ω¹�/ = m�>/ − �m − 1 �>/					,			m > 1	.    (A.24) 
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The right-sided Caputo derivative (from interface ����/� to the outer boundary at	� = m) is 

defined as in Kilbas et al. (2006): 

D���]/�	� F/ = >�:��>/ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ �ξ − xp��/� >/F��∓]/� dξ   (A.25) 

Assuming that the pressure is linearly distributed between grid-block centers, the integral 

is rewritten as summation of yzM{ − | integrals of length ∆� over intervals 3��>��z, ���z6 where ½ = 1,… , yzM{ − | : 
D���]/�	� F/ ≅ >�:��>/ ∑ ; �I�¬,���] �¬ Gξ − Gi − ��H ∆xH>/G	p>]��¹H∆�Gp>]��¹>�H∆� dξ»��>p¹��    (A.26) 

The integer-order spatial derivative is approximated by a second-order central difference 

D���]/�	� F/ ≅ >�:��>/ ∑ Jj�����]>j���^]��] K∆� ; Gξ − Gi − ��H ∆xH>/G	p>]��¹H∆�Gp>]��¹>�H∆� dξ»��>p¹��   (A.27) 

Integration of the integral term yields: 

D���]/�	� F/ = >�:��>/ ∑ Jj�����]>j���^]��] K∆� �G¬>Gp>]�H∆�H]^-
�>/ �Gp>]��¹>�H∆�

G	p>]��¹H∆�»¹8�>p¹��    (A.28) 

= >�:��>/ ��>/ ∑ Jj�����]>j���^]��] K∆� �  
¡+ �G	i − �� + mH∆x − Gi − ��H ∆x��>/							
− �Gi − �� + m − 1H∆x − Gi − ��H∆x��>/¢££

¤»¹8�>p¹��  (A.29) 

 = >�:��>/ ∑ Jj�����]>j���^]��] K∆� 3m�>/ − �m − 1 �>/6∆x�>/»¹8�>p¹��    (A.30) 

 = >�:��>/ �∆�- ∑ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K3m�>/ − �m − 1 �>/6»¹8�>p¹��    (A.31) 

This can be written in the following compact form: 

 D���]/�	� F/ = −σ/,∆� ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹��    (A.32) 

where §�,∆{ and ¥z��  are defined as in Eqs. A.23 and A.24. 

Substituting the left- and right-sided derivative approximations Eqs A.22 and A.32 into 

the weighted two-sided Caputo derivative Eq. A.14, the finite-difference approximation for the 
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space-fractional derivative at grid-block interface ����/�  (for grid-blocks 1 through yzM{>� ) 

becomes: 

�-IJ���]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp���/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																																					�  (A.33) 

The approximation of the two-sided space-fractional derivative at grid-block interfaces ��>�/� (for grid blocks 2 through yzM{) is derived in the same manner, leading to: 

�-IJ��^]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp�/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp>¹���Kp>�¹�� º	+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹>���� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8���>p¹�� 																									�  (A.34) 

At grid-block interface ��>�/�, the right-sided contribution #{]^]/�N «� is slightly modified to 

take into account the node at the flux boundary:  

D�]^]/�	� F/ = −σ/,∆� ·2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� º   (A.35) 

As a consequence, the weighted two-sided space-fractional derivative approximation at 

interface ��>�/� becomes 

�-IJ�]^]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���Kº																																																																		+�1 − ϑ ·2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� º=  (A.36) 

            = σ/,∆� i2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���K+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� k (A.37) 

Appendix A.3: Finite-Difference Scheme  

Substitution of the time-fractional derivative approximation Eq. A.11 into the linearized, 

implicit scheme in Eq. A.1 leads to 

�∆�¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+ úG[0,-\ H� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. i�-I��,����^� ��- − �-I��,���]^� ��- k���[�� ûp�]�−úG[0,-\ H� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. i�-I��,����^� ��- − �-I��,���]^� ��- k���[�� ûp>]�ÆÀÇ

ÀÈ = c�ϕp� j���]>j��∆� 	. (A.38) 

Multiplying both sides by the grid-block volume ¾ = ∆�mnℎ and keeping only the terms at 

time step t��� on the left hand side of the equation yields 
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¿Á
Â+T���]�σ.,∆�ω��. �-IJ���]/�,���]K��-
−T��^]�σ.,∆�ω��. �-IJ��^]/�,���]K��- ÆÇ

È − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp���  

= − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp� +
¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ−T���]�σ.,∆� @−ω��. �-IJ���]/�,��K��- 																																																									

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ���]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ���]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� A
+T��^]�σ.,∆� @−ω��. �-IJ��^]/�,��K��- 																																																									

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ��^]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� AÆÀÀ
Ç
ÀÀÈ	,  (A.39) 

where transmissibilities Ë{ª∓]/� are defined as: 

T��∓]� = Lvh G[0,-\ Hp∓]�
� 	      (A.40) 

Finally, substituting the space-fractional derivative approximations Eqs. A.33 and A.34 

into the left hand side of Eq. A.39, the general, linearized, finite-difference scheme to be solved 

for each grid-block is obtained: 

¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ+T���]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp���/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																																					�
−T��^]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp�/ JP���� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp>¹���Kp>�¹�� º	+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹>���� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8���>p¹�� 																									�				− ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp���																																																																																																																																		ÆÀÀ

Ç
ÀÀÈ

   

= − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp� +
¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ−T���]�σ.,∆� É−ω��. �-IJ���]/�,��K��- 																																																									

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ���]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ���]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� Ê
+T��^]�σ.,∆� É−ω��. �-IJ��^]/�,��K��- 																																																									

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ��^]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� ÊÆÀÀ
Ç
ÀÀÈ

 (A.41) 

Eq. A.41 corresponds to the case of production at specified terminal rate, since the 

fracture pressure �nX��  is on the left hand side of the equation. For the specified-terminal-

pressure case, �nX�� will be known and moved to the right hand side: 
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¿ÀÀ
ÁÀ
ÀÂ+T���]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp���/ P���� + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹��� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																		�
−T��^]�σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� �+ϑ ·2ωp�/ P���� + ∑ ω¹�/ JPp��>¹��� − Pp>¹���Kp>�¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPp�¹>���� − Pp�¹>���� K»¹8���>p¹�� 						�																																																																																												 ÆÀÀ

ÇÀ
ÀÈ − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp���   

= − ÃÄÅ∆� ϕp�Pp� +
¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ−T���]�σ.,∆� É−2ϑω��. ωp���/ σ/,∆�Pv��� − ω��. �-IJ���]/�,��K��- 										

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ���]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ���]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� Ê
+T��^]�σ.,∆� É−2ϑω��. ωp�/ σ/,∆�Pv��� − ω��. �-IJ��^]/�,��K��- 											

+∑ ω[�. ú�-IJ��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ��^]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� ÊÆÀÀ
Ç
ÀÀÈ	  (A.42) 

Appendix A.4: Treatment of Boundary Conditions  

Special care has to be taken for the proper handling of the boundary conditions, 

depending if the fracture is produced at specified pressure or specified rate. 

No-flux outer boundary: In both production scenarios the outer boundary is sealed. 

Thus, the flux at the grid-block interface ��zM{��/� is zero: 

3u�x, t 6»���]�
��� = 0 ,      (A.43) 

and the equation to be solved for grid block yzM{ , in compact form, reduces to 

− �∆� �G[0,-\ H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H�����»��>]�
= c�ϕ»��� jB����] >jB���∆� 	.    (A.44)  

Constant-terminal-rate boundary: For the constant-terminal-rate case, the flow-rate at 

the fracture, ln  (at standard conditions), is specified, while the fracture pressure �nX��  is 

unknown. A system of yzM{ + 1 equations needs to be solved, for which the general grid-block 

equation is given in Eq. A.41. To account for the specified rate condition, the additional equation 

required is: 

id��,� t k�>]�
��� = −�G[0,-\t H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H������>]�

= rsFsu	   (A.45) 
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Substituting the fractional-derivative approximations A.11 and A.37, and grouping all unknowns 

on the left hand side, Eq. A.45 becomes 

−G[0,-\t H�>]�
� σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆�R2ω��/ JP���� − Pv���K + �1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� T  

= rsFsu	 + G[0,-\t H�>]�
� σ.,∆� É−ω��. �-IJ�]^]/�,��K��- 																																																										

+∑ ω[�. ��-IJ�]^]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ�]^]/�,���]^�K��- ����[�� Ê .  (A.46) 

Constant-terminal-pressure boundary: For production under constant terminal 

pressure, the fracture pressure Ln is known and the general grid-block equation is given by Eq. 

A.42. In this case a system of yzM{ equations needs to be solved. Once the pressures at time 

step &X�� have been evaluated, the flow-rate at the fracture face is calculated using following 

relationship  

qv�>]�
X�� = Lvh id��,� t k�>]�

��� = −Lvh �G[0,-\t H� � �]^0��]^0 G�-I��,� ��- H������>]�
		,  (A.47) 

or after substitution of the fractional derivative approximations A.11 and A.37: 

qv�>]�
X�� 	= −LvhG[0,-\t H�>]�

� σ.,∆�
�  
   
¡+ω��. σ/,∆� �+2ω��/ �P���� − Pv 																														+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ �P¹��� − P¹>���� »¹8�¹�� �		
−ω��. �-IJ�]^]/�,��K��- 																																																											
+∑ ω[�. ��-IJ�]^]/�,����^�K��- − �-IJ�]^]/�,���]^�K��- ����[�� ¢££

£££
¤
 (A.48) 
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APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF THE NUMERICAL ANOMALOUS-DIFFUSION MODEL FOR TWO-

PHASE SLIGHTLY COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 

The immiscible flow of two slightly compressible fluids, oil and water, is considered in 

one-fourth the drainage volume of a vertical hydraulic fracture. An Implicit Pressure Explicit 

Saturation (IMPES) scheme for linear (1D) flow under constant-terminal-pressure production is 

derived. Effects of gravity are neglected and capillary pressure and relative permeabilities are 

defined in the conventional sense. In the IMPES scheme, first a global pressure equation with 

respect to the oil-phase pressure is derived and solved implicitly for pressures at the next time 

step &X�� . Then, the phase saturations are &X��  are computed explicitly using the updated 

pressures. 

Appendix B.1: Derivation of Global Pressure Equation  

The oil-phase flux describing linear flow is defined as 

u� = −k.,/ [��\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H	,              (B.1)		
and the phase mass conservation is given by 

− ��� Gd�t�H = ��� GÑë�t� H	.      (B.2) 

The right hand term can be extended to yield 

��� GÑë�t� H = ë�t� �Ñ�I� �I��� + ϕS� ��� t�⁄  �I� �I��� + Ñt� �ë��� 	.   (B.3) 

Introducing the formation and phase compressibilities 

cv = �Ñ �Ñ�I�     (B.4) 

and 

c� = B� ��� t�⁄  �I� 	,     (B.5) 

respectively, Eq. B.3 can be written as 

��� GÑë�t� H = Ñt� S�cv �I��� + Ñt� S�c� �I��� + Ñt� �ë��� = Ñt� i�S�cv + S�c� �I��� + �ë��� k	.  (B.6) 
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Substituting Eqs. B.1 and Eq. B.6 into Eq. B.2, and multiplying both sides by w� g⁄ , the 

continuity equation for the oil phase becomes  

t�Ñ ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H� = �S�cv + S�c� �I��� + �ë��� 	.   (B.7) 

In a similar manner, the water-phase flux and continuity equation are defined as  

uï = −k.,/ [��\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H     (B.8)  

and 

t�Ñ ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H� = �Sïcv + Sïcï �I��� + �ë��� 	,  (B.9) 

respectively.  

Making use of the capillary pressure relationship  L' = L� − L2, Eq. B.9 becomes 

t�Ñ ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-�I�>Ià ��- H� = �Sïcv + Sïcï G�I��� − �Ià�� H + �ë��� 	.  (B.10) 

If, as in conventional modeling, it is assumed that capillary pressure changes with respect to 

time (i.e. within a simulation time step) are negligible compared to the changes in phase 

pressure (¨L2 ¨&⁄ ≪ ¨L� ¨&⁄ ) than Eq. B.10 can be reduced to 

t�Ñ ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-�I�>Ià ��- H� = �Sïcv + Sïcï �I��� + �ë��� 	.  (B.11) 

Finally, summing the oil- and water-phase continuity equations Eqs. B.7 and B.11, multiplying 

both sides by the porosity g, and making use of the saturation constraint �' + �� = 1, the global 

pressure equation with respect to oil-phase pressure is obtained 

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+B� ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���- H�											
+Bï ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-�I�>Ià ��- H�ÆÀÇ

ÀÈ = ϕ�cv + S�c� + Sïcï �I��� 	.  (B.12) 
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Appendix B.2: Discretization of Global Pressure Equation  

Because the fractional derivative is a linear operator, the fractional potential in the water 

phase term can be split. Thus, Eq. B.12 can be written as 

¿ÀÀ
Á
ÀÀÂ+B� ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- H�									
+Bï ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- H�							
−Bï ����[0,-[��t�\� �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- ��ÆÀÀ

Ç
ÀÀÈ = ϕ�cv + S��x, t c� + Sï�x, t cï �I���,� �� 	. (B.13) 

In the IMPES scheme, Eq. B.13 is linearized by taking all coefficients and capillary pressure 

terms at time step &X��. Introducing the finite-difference approximations for the integer-order 

time and space derivatives, and multiplying both sides by the grid-block volume ¾ = ∆�mnℎ, Eq. 

B.13 can be approximated by 

¿ÀÀ
ÀÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ >�B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�
��� − �B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]� 

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp>]�
���?					

+Lvhk.,/ >�Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 
� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�

��� − �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp>]�

���?
−Lvhk.,/

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp�]�
�

− �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp>]�

� ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ																																																																	

																																																																																																										 ÆÀÀ
ÀÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÈ

    

= V3ϕ�cv + S�c� + Sïcï 6p� j����]>j���∆� 	.    (B.14) 

Grouping all terms at time level &X�� on the left hand side, Eq. B.14 simplifies to  

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp�]�
���				

−Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hkp>]�

���				ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ − Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p���  

= − Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p� +
¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp�]�
�

−Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 
� ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �ûp>]�

� ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ	, (B.15) 
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where the total compressibility hO is defined as 

c�p� = cv + S�p�c� + Sïp�cï	.    (B.16) 

The time-fractional derivatives with respect to oil-phase pressure and capillary pressure are 

approximated following the procedure outlined in Appendix A.1. For the oil-phase pressure the 

approximation up to time step &X�� is given by 

i �]^0��]^0 G�-I���,� ��- Hk��� = σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. i�-I���,����^� ��- − �-I���,���]^� ��- k���[��    (B.17) 

        = σ.,∆� �+ω��. �-I���,���] ��- − ω��. �-I���,�� ��- 																+∑ ω[�. i�-I���,����^� ��- − �-I���,���]^� ��- k���[�� �  (B.18) 

and for the capillary pressure terms the approximation up to time step &X becomes 

ú �]^0��]^0 ��-IàJë���,� K��- �û��� = σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ú�-IàJë���,���]^� K��- − �-IàJë���,��^� K��- û�[�� 	, (B.19) 

where §�,∆O and ¥¦��  are defined as in Eqs. A.12 and A.13, and the subscripts |∓�/� have been 

omitted. 

The space-fractional derivatives at every time step are approximated as in Eqs. A.33 and A.34. 

For the oil phase this leads to 

�-I�J���]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp���/ JP����� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p��>¹��� − P�p��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p�¹��� − P�p�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																																								=  
(B.20) 

and 

�-I�J��^]/�,���]K��- = σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp�/ JP����� − Pv���K + ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p��>¹��� − P�p>¹���Kp>�¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p�¹>���� − P�p�¹>���� K»¹8���>p¹�� 																										=	, (B.21) 

where, for the model used in Chapter 6, the capillary pressure at the fracture face is zero 

[L2�0, & = 0], thus, �nX�� = ��nX�� = �'nX��.  
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For the capillary pressure terms, the approximations of the space-factional derivatives at grid-

block interfaces ����/� and ��>�/� are 

�-jàGë�J���]/�,��KH��- = σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp���/ PÄ�� + ∑ ω¹�/ JPÄp��>¹� − PÄp��>¹� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPÄp�¹��� − PÄp�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 															=  (B.22) 

and 

�-jàGë�J��^]/�,��KH��- = σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp�/ PÄ�� + ∑ ω¹�/ JPÄp��>¹� − PÄp>¹� Kp>�¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JPÄp>��¹� − PÄp>��¹� K»¹8���>p¹�� 		=	. (B.23) 

Substituting the time-fractional derivative approximations, Eq. B.18 and B.19 into Eq. B.15, and 

keeping only the terms at time level &X�� on the left hand side, the finite-difference scheme 

becomes: 

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� σ.,∆�ω��. �-I�J���]/�,���]K��-
−Lvhk.,/ �B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]� + Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 

� σ.,∆�ω��. �-I�J��^]/�,���]K��- ÆÀÇ
ÀÈ − Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p���  

=

¿ÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÂ− Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p�																																																																																																																																											+Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ��-IàGë�J���]/�,���]^�KH��- − �-IàGë�J���]/�,��^�KH��-  �[�� 		
−Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 

� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ��-IàGë�J��^]/�,���]^�KH��- − �-IàGë�J��^]/�,��^�KH��-  �[�� 		
−Lvhk.,/ � 

 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]�¢£
£¤
�
σ.,∆� @−ω��. �-I�J���]/�,��K��- 																																																											

+∑ ω[�. ú�-I�J���]/�,����^�K��- − �-I�J���]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� A
+Lvhk.,/ � 

 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]�¢£
£¤
�
σ.,∆� @−ω��. �-I�J��^]/�,��K��- 																																																											

+∑ ω[�. ú�-I�J��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-I�J��^]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� AÆÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÈ

  

(B.24) 

Finally, substituting the space-fractional derivative approximations of the oil-phase terms, Eqs. 

B.20 and B.21, at time level &X�� into Eq. B.24, the linearized, implicit finite-difference scheme 

for the oil-phase pressure equation is obtained for the specified-terminal-pressure case: 
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¿ÀÀ
ÀÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÂ+Lvhk.,/ � 

 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]�¢£
£¤
�
σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp���/ P����� + ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p��>¹��� − P�p��>¹��� Kp¹�� º+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p�¹��� − P�p�¹>���� K»¹8�>p¹�� 																				=

−Lvhk.,/ � 
 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]�¢£

£¤
�
σ.,∆�ω��. σ/,∆� <+ϑ·2ωp�/ P����� + ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p��>¹��� − P�p>¹���Kp>�¹�� º	+�1 − ϑ ∑ ω¹�/ JP�p�¹>���� − P�p�¹>���� K»¹8���>p¹�� 							=				

− Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p���																																																																																																																																																								ÆÀÀ
ÀÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÈ

   

=

¿ÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÁ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÂ− Ã∆� 3ϕc�6p�P�p�																																																																																																																																												+Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]� 

� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ú�-IàJ���]/�,���]^�K��- − �-IàJ���]/�,��^�K��- û�[�� 																		
−Lvhk.,/ �Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]� 

� σ.,∆� ∑ ω[�. ú�-IàJ��^]/�,���]^�K��- − �-IàJ��^]/�,��^�K��- û�[�� 																		
−Lvhk.,/ � 

 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp�]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp�]�¢£
£¤
�
σ.,∆� @−2ϑω��. ωp���/ σ/,∆�Pv��� − ω��. �-I�J���]/�,��K��- 											

+∑ ω[�. ú�-I�J���]/�,����^�K��- − �-I�J���]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� A
+Lvhk.,/ � 

 ¡+B�p G [��t�\�Hp>]�		+Bïp G [��t�\�Hp>]�¢£
£¤
�
σ.,∆� @−2ϑω��. ωp�/ σ/,∆�Pv��� − ω��. �-I�J��^]/�,��K��- 											

+∑ ω[�. ú�-I�J��^]/�,����^�K��- − �-I�J��^]/�,���]^�K��- û���[�� AÆÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÇ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÀÀ
ÀÈ

  

      (B.25) 

 


